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^åbstract

The Part-sonEs of Franz Schubert This thesis dlscusses

the various factors lnfluenclng the development of the

part-song, Schubertfs unique relationship to this genre,

his parÈ-songs, and the educational and performance

impllcations arising out of the study. The thesis begins

wlth the political, soclological, and blographical factors

which influenced the development of the part-songs. They

were extremely popular in the early nlneteenth century and

t/tere sung by people who met in taverns and homesr or were

performed at concerts for the middle class. Schubert, a

very social person, became caught up in this movement and

wrote dozens of part-songs. Àn analysls of his part-songs

reveals that some have qualities which make them unigue,

whlle nany part-songs have similar characteristlcs. Common

characteristics include homophonic writing, bold key

changes, repetitive figures, simple forms, the use of

German texts, and that they were primarily short, one-part

songs. Although there are many mlxed and womenrs part-

song6, today part-songs are mainly performed by menrs

choirs and even this is not common. They are a valuable

resource for both perforrnance and educatlon slnce they have

a wide range of dlfficulty, are suitable for varlous sizes

of groups from soli to large choirs, and are not too long

for most study,/performance situations. Implications for

further research include 1) the tracing of menrs choral



groups and their development from lg40 to the present, 2 )

a study of the relationship of harmony, voicings, and

overtones in choral music (menrs voicings versus mixed and

womenfs voicings), 3) a study of choral music and

nationalistic Èrends, ånd 4) the influence of sociar
factors on choral singing.
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Chaoter One - Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to dlscuss the

deveropment and characteristics of the part-songs of Franz

schubert and to appraise them for present-day performance

and educational application. The study wlrr rnvorve a

discussion of the poriticar and sociological context in
which they þrere written, factors in Schubertts personal

life which infruenced the creation of this music, unigue

or characteristic aspects of the part-songs, performance

guidelines, and educational apptication for todayrs

soc i ety.

For the most part, the part-songs of Franz schubert have

become forgotten in the decades following the decrine of
the part-song movement and are seldom used today. Few are

commonly performed and very few are recorded. Many of the

songs, even the masterpieces, receive little or no

exposure. Brown (1978) says that ttRuhe, Schõnstes Gluck

(Peace, the Most Beautiful Gift on Earth) is a masterpiece.

It is completely unknown, and I doubt if it has been sung

in England this centuryrr 1p.70). The exact reasons for the

lack of use of this music are open for speculatlon.

In addition to suggesting some of the reasons for the

neglect of thls muslc, thls study may also glve a deeper

understanding of the music and therefore a more informed

platform from whlch to evaluate its use and current value.

schubertrs musical stature cannot be considered a factor
for the neglect of this music. He has been acknowledged as
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one of the outstanding composers of history. His genius

has been recognized with increasing clarity through the

years. Nor, considering another possibility, is this

repertoire a mere rradjunctrt to his serious composing.

AlÈhough they are fewer than the over six-hundred solo

songs he composed, the part-songs do conprise a rather

substantial portion of the lIst of compositions.

Schubert r s Mai or Cornp

over 500 solo songs

9 symphonies

10 overtures

22 strlng quartets

22 sonatas for piano

40 fantasies

8 impromptus for piano

452 dances for piano

10 operas,/singspiel

6 masses

and at least 73 part songs

(The numbers vary in different sources since only parts

remain of many compositions. Deutsch, however, accounts

for 1515 works ln total I )

It should be notedr âs well, that Schubert was not the

only composer to write part-songs. Hany other composerst

both minor and major' vtere involved in writing these

compositlons which number in the thousands. other welL
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known composers who rrrrote part-songs incrude schumann,

Mendelssohn, and Brahms. .ê,lthough most of the part-songs

were written in the flrst half of the nlneteenth century,
the tradition l/ras extended into the twentieth-century by

such composers as Johann Neponuk Davld and Hugo Distler
(Groves Dictionary ot Music and Musicians. 1990.). These

facts tell us that schubert was not alone in writing thts
kind of music, and underscores the signlficance of these

songs, both as an integrar part of musical hlstory and as

serious repertoire. This again raises the question of why

part-songs are seldom performed today.

rn an attempt to famiriarize the reader with the
materiar, the music wiLl be outrined and described in a

number of vrays. Firstr än inquiry into this riterature
reveals that it is tied to a unique sociorogicar and

potiticar situation. Àn understanding of the politicar and

sociological factors reveals some of the dynamics behind

the music. For example, Austria, schubertrs home state,
was stilr reeling from F'rench occupation when schubert

began to compose part-songs. During this time, menrs clubs
$rere organized which promoted both singlng and nationarism.
This accounts for the nationalistic themes in many of the
part-songs of this tlme. These clubs, or rLiedertaferr, or
song-tables, became very popurar in Àuetria and the rest of
Germany, and were in their prime durlng the years schubert
was composing. They offered him a responsive and congenlal
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audience. Às well as the Liedertafel, which originally met

in cafes and taverns, more formalized groups grere being

organized. These groups, such as the Singakadamie and the

t'fånnergesangverein, allowed Schubert to write music which

challenged his genius a bit more. A discussion of these

factors wiII give the reader a broader perspective of the

settlng in which these part-songs erere written, and

therefore, a more informed position from which to evaluate

them.

Second, the music was closely tied to developments in
Schubertrs life. Some of the muslc eras created for

specific reasons, occasions or people. Às GaI (1974)

points out, Schubert rfcontinued to be largely dependent on

writing music which could bring him into direet contact

with grateful consumers[ (p.145). Às well as belng aware

of the accepted musical styles, Schubertrs life-style,
frlends, personal views, and even Iikes and disllkes
influenced the part-song compositions. There is, as we11,

a change from the part-songs he wrote in earller years to

those he wrote in late years.

Third, the music itself is a rich storehouse of

sonorlty and musicaL lnterest. It has been suggested that
the part-songs rrdo notr ås a body of work, show any of the

progressive developrnent that other categories of his work

so fasclnatingly reveal, nor do they contribute anythlng

obvious to those other categoriesrf (Brown. L974. p.83-84).
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To submit an idea that, tox example, the part-songs are
equal in significance to his solo songs or instrumental
writing would be foorhardy. This is not to be attempted or
intended. To dismiss them altogether because they do not
reflect schubertfs genius as much as the soro songs wourd

be equally as foorhardy. The part-songs vrere written for
a choral situation, and it is as chorar or ensemble music

that they should be judged. The fact that Schubert stands
out as an outstanding solo song composer does not dimlnish
the varue of works such as the part-songs. Àn awareness of
the challenges and rewards of the chorar experience,
coupled with a fuller understanding of these part-songs,
may cause the reader to rearize that these songs can, and

should have, a place in todayrs choral repertoire.
rn an effort to create a furrer understanding of the

part-songs, the music will be anaryzed. This musicar

analysis will take the form of a literature review, an

analysis of the music tn the complete t{orks (Breitkopf and

Hartel, 1965), and rlstening to avairable recordings of
schubert's part-songs. The music wirl be examined with
regard to the number of part-songs set for menfs, womenrs,

and mixed voices; the use and number of voices in the
seÈtlngs; the accompaniment (notlng that many are

unaccompanied); the structure, key, tempo, and the harmonic

and melodlc development. The purpose of thls analysls ls to
reveal the dlstinguishing characteristics of the part-
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songs, how these characterlstics are developed' and what

irnplicatlonsthismayhaveonpresent-dayBerformances.
Slnce , t'or example, Schubert set most of the part-songs

homophonically, he uses dramatic harmonic shifts to add

colour and inÈerest' These dramatic harmonic shifts are

hallmarks of his style in alL of his music as well as the

part-songsandhaveslgnificantinf}uenceregardingtheir
performancetoday.Àlongwithmusicalanalysis,thetexts

witl also be dlscussed' Dlationalism' nature' and other

themes are the basis for the texts' these poems vrere

written by a variety of people from friends and

acquaintances, to the outstanding poets of the early

nineteenth centurY' Einstein ( 1951) ç''rites' rtthis

intentionisclear:hewantedtoinvestthetextwiththe

intensest expression by means of an extreme purity of

sound, boldness of harmony' and exactness of dynamicsrr

(p.1?5).

This paper wilL also deal with the performance and

educational application of these part-songs which will

beginwithalookathowthemusicYrasapproachedand
performedoriginal.ly.Itwi].llncludediscusslonofthe

e]'ementsof.performanceincludingtempo,dynamics'

interPretation and affection

established bY tradition'

- glven bY Schubert or

Educattonally, these part-songs offer two related

possibilities. As a performance medlum, suggestlons wi].1



7be made as to the use of the parÈ_songs for various
agelski11 levels and incrude comments concerning thepossible value of the experience. As a study medium, thereare many aspects of the part-songs which would prove to bevaluable and assessable materfal. These wilt include

harmonic movement" mel0dic writing, the use of dissonance,
rhythmic erements, characteristlcs of the early Romanticperiod' and so on. These part-songs offer the participant
an opportunity to'both study and perform the music, andconseguently provide a strong educational experience to
each participant.
Definitions

A, clarification of the term ilpårt-so¡grr is
( 1980 )

German part-songs as "any piece of music for two or morevoices without independent accompanlmentil...rfintended for
chorar singing,' ' .trhðs tended to be consistently
homophonicrt...tra singre entityrr...r,seeurär music intencled
for choral singing,, (p.25?). This descriptlon includes a
number of Schubert,s pieces.

The terms tmenr and tmare,r and rladiesr and rfemalel
are used interchangeably when referring to part-songs.
Del imi tat i ons

À list of the works being studied in this paper isglven in Àppendices B and c. These incrude many of the
songs which are given in Series lG , L7 and 19 of Sc.huþer'fls

needed.

out I i nes
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Comolete B{orks ( Schubert. 1966 ) and r+hich are commonly
referred to as part-songs. Excluded from our dlscussion
are a group of canons which schubert wrote early in his
career ( which r,\rere probably written as exercises f or
salieri, his teacher). Àrso excruded from this study are
works with orchestra, music f.ar liturgicar use, or music
which is from extended choral works. rt is recognized that
some songs will have characteristics of each group - part-
songs,so1o,andsacredmusic(SeeSer1es19of@
comprete 0Jorks) and some songs wirr be referred to as part-
songs by some while not by others. Brown (L977), for
exampre, chooses a different way in which to rist the
pieces and incrudes the part-songs with other works for a

totar of 163 short chorar works , 7g part-songs are risted
in this papersr appendix. rt shourd be noted that a number
of different authors cited various numbers for the part-
songs. This number wirr vary since it depends on what
definition the author uses for part-song and whlch are
included in his,/her def inition.

To resolve the dllemma of what part-songs should be
included in this list, choices had to be made regarding the
characteristics of part-songs and which are regarded as the
main body of that repertoire. since these part-songs wilr
give us an adequate sampling, it ls felt that this decision
does not hinder the study of the music or the concrusions
and observations whlch wilt be made. rt is not the rntent
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Èoof this paper to qualify each piece of choral music but

assess the use of part-songs as a genre.

Although suggestions can be made regarding the

performance and educationaL application of this music,

lndivlduals directors, teachers or anyone interested ln

doing the music will have to assume their usual

responsibllity ln evaluatlng the music for their own

situation and decide what their group is capable and

interested in doing. This paper will attempt to

familiarize individuals and assist them in making these

decisions.
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Chaoter If - Review of Llterature

Àlthough the part-songs constltute a significant

portion of Schubertts total output as a composLr, there is

a small amount of Ilterature which concerns them directly.

This literature is limited to a thesis, an essay' a few

sectlons in books about Schubert, and a small number of

articles.
Poli.tical and Socioloaical fnfluences

It can be said of any era that its music has been

influenced by many other factors present at the time.

Borroff (1-9?1) writes:

Understandlng the context in which musical practises
flourish is vital to the total picture of a musical
art. Such understanding may come from a generaL viev¡
of a culture of a specific or passing referencet
frequently from a nonmusical source 1p.10).

Robinson ( 1975 ) says that choral music in Western

civilizations, f.or, example, has been nurtured by three

institutions: the church, the schools, and the singing

societies ( (p.5). Conversely, Donington (1978) notes the

use of drama and music which is directed at changing people

and their political views (p.4). Thls influence of music

on society, and vice versa, has been ä trademark of their

relationship since their beginnings. The reason lies in

the emotions of the people who have incorporated both

musical, social, and other aspects into thelr l'lves.

Machlls (19?0) wrltes:

The art of music has come a long way from its
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primitive stage; but it has retained its connection
with the springs of human feeling, with the accents Ð
joy and sorrow, tension and release. In this sense we
may speak of music as a universal language, one that
transcends Lhe barriers men put up against each other.
Its procedures have been shaped by thousands of years
of human experience; its expressive content mirrors
mants existence, his place in nature and in society
(p.7).

The composers of the early nineteenth century were no

exceotion to this trend. A review of the literature

reveals that the part-songs developed because of unique

political and sociological influences in the first half of

the nineteenth century, and, in a small way, produced some

change politically and sociologically. Wechsberg (L977 )

gives a concise and clear account of Vienna, Schubertrs

home, and the influence French occupation had on life at

that time. He notes that rrSchubert I s entire

childhood...was overshadowed by the war yearsrt 1p.271. To

escape the tyranny and oppression which continued even

after Napoleonrs exile in 1815, hlechsburg says that

Schubert rrand his f r iends were hiding in a f airytale of

wine, women, and songstt ( p. 33 ) . It is in this convivial

atmosphere Èhat the part-songs find their beginning.

In his thesis, Plucker (1969) discusses the evolution

of the Liedertafel ( 1iterally rsong tabler) and the

Månnergesangvereine (ments singing clubs). He says ftthe

early Liedertafeln allowed membership only to those who

were serious muslcians and poets, but the later expansion

and relaxation of standards of membership of the
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Liedertafeln resulted in the larger, more Iight hearted,

politlcally active Månnergesangvereine,t (p.3 ) . plucker

discusses the political motivations behind much of this
music which was rfannedt by the talk of freedom. He says

that Schubert, however, who was one of the composers to
join this part-song movement, tended to write part-songs on

more lyrical subjects (p.6). À,lthough, Plucker suggests

that Schubert was politically interested, musical purposes

became the strongest motivation for the part-songs (p.6).

Einstein (1951) writes thatrrthe Viennese were certainly no

less patriotic; but choral-singing in the service of

patriotism and loyalty was not one of the prominent

features of choral singers programsr ås Þ¡as the case in

Berlinrr(p.174).
Perkins (1980) mentions three cultural factors which

can be seen as influential in the development of the part-

songs. He says that the church r/¡as diminishing in its
position of influence in the musical world because

musicians were not as dependant on the church for their
financial well being. This allowed them to write secular

music as wetl as sacred. He notes that the growth of

interest in folk music, erhich though not as influential on

Schubert as later composers such as Mendelssohn, Schumann

and Brahms, was becoming a part of the musical fabric of

the Romantic period. He agrees with other writers that the

establishment of choral societies had the most profound
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influence on the development of the part-song movement.

Schubertts Life

À review of the literature suggestsr ëts welI, that a

number of factors in Schubertrs personal life created a

fertile environment for part-song writing. The convivial

atmosphere of the Liedertafel, whether in cafes or taverns,

was the ideal place for Schubert and his friends to gather.

The fact that his friends were very important to Schubert

was noted in t{echsberg (1977)t Brown (1980), and many other

authors. That singing was a part of these gatherings made

the Liedertafel all the more attractive to this small band

of musicians and poets.

Schubertrs most noted biographer, Otto Erich Deutsch

(L9461, includes many descriptions of occasions where the

part-songs were sung. These were primarily in homes and

small gatherings which normally included only a few

friends. The cafes and taverns are mentioned time and time

again since Schubertrs smal1 group of friends would meet

almost daily. It is in these cafes and taverns that part-

songs which vrere used as drinking songs would be heard

songs which vrere a hallmark of the rpopularr side of the

Liedertafel.

Maurice J.E. Brown has emerged as the contemporary

authority of Franz Schubert.

is a short biography derived

The New Grove Schubert (1980)

from The New Grove Dictionary

of Music and Musicians (1980) , which portrays, in a concise
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form, the life of Schubert. He says that small musical

gatherings were conmon in Schubertfs life and that, f.or,

example, ftthe house, in the Erdberaggasse, was the scene of

many of these domestic evening concerts devoted to the

music of Schubertrf 1p.1a). These domestic evening concerts

provided an ideal place for the singing of part-songs.

Brown (1980) explains that even when a public concert of

Schubert rs music was organized is 1828 (the year of

Schubertrs death), two part-songs, Ståndchen LSerenadel and

SchLachtLied IBattIe Song], were included (p.62; Italics

and translation added). This biography provides few

references to the part-songs but does sketch some of the

factors which made the part-songs a convenient and popular

musical form.

The literature indicates that part-song writing vras

very popular in Germany and Austria in the early eighteen

hundreds. Brown (L977 ) notes that Schubert joined the

Liedertafel movement, and wrote many part-songs throughout

his life (p. 93). He says rrat the time when Schubert left

the Stadtkonvikt the publishers were pouring out an

enormous number of male voice part-songsrt 1p.93 ) .

Schubert, he adds, exceeded them all, composing close to a

hundred part-songs for male voices 1p.93). That Schubert

wås generally in need of funds may have made the part-songs

an attractive medium in which to write since publishers

seemed to be snatching up as much as they could. Should
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this have been a motivating factor it would prove of Iittle

help since few of the part-songs were published during his

lifetime.

Husical .Analvsis

À smal1 number of articles have been found which

analyze the musical aspects and character of the part-
songs. Às has been mentioned, Rosenthal and Loft (1947)

outline the part-songs and explain that the Austrian part-
sonçl was unique from the German part-song. They say that
rrthe composers of these Àustrian choral groups did not

restrict themselves to songs of bluff camaraderie, but also

included in their output operatic elements and,

particularly in Schubertts compositions for these male

choruses, many of the coloristic and pictorial effects that

were so typical of the romantic spiritrt (p.2291. The fact
that the .âustrian composers were less restricted than their
German counterparts in this wäyr allowed them the

opportunity to expand the form and use a variety of musical

resources.

À diversity of themes in the part-songs is revealed by

the authors. The texts include themes of love, nature,

faith, and humour, and, not to exclude them altogether, a

few drinking songs. Perkins (1981) notes that songs written
for the tiedertafel were primarily patriotic or drinking
songs (p.45). The fact that Schubert used other themes,

also, indicates that he envisioned the songs in a much
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wider scope than just the Liedertafeln. Einstein (1947)

does not link the majority of Schubertfs part-songs with

the patriotic or convivial Èhemes.

Schubert did not choose the same number of voices

throughout the time he wrote part-songs. Brown (L978)

notes that Schubert wrote only trios (T.T.B.) during the

years 1813-15. The trios gradually gave way to the quartet

for T.T.B.B. during 181-5-16 and for the next ten years he

composed only quartets or quintets (p.61).

In Schubert. AIfred Einstein (L947 ) deals with some of

the part-songs and makes some comments regarding them. He

says the songs are always expressive dynamically, for the

most part homophonic, but sometimes animated by

count,erpoint (p.47). Heider (1981) points out, as welI,
that the works are predominantly homophonic but imitative
counterpoint is used occasionally.

The Iiterature review indicates that bold harmonic

transitions are also a feature of the part-songs. These

comments range from rrsubdued harmonic frictionstt (p.232),

as Rosenthal and Loft (L947 ) described one part-song, to
Itboldness of harmony" (p.1.75) by Einstein (1951), and ,bold

key-chançles" (Brown. 1980. p.621 . This type of harmonic

boldness has imptications regarding the performance of the

part-songs.

Instead of depending on contrapuntal movement, bold

harmonic changes were one of many devices Schubert used to
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Às Rosenthal and toft
(L947 ) write, Schubert wanted to bring out the I'delicately

shaded interpretation of the text which is attain through

the chromatic writing" (p.230). The idea that Schubert

wanted to express the text in music is a common thread in
many of the articles. In their analysis of individual

part-songs, Einstein (t947 ) and Brown (L977 ) portray what

they feel are attempts by Schubert to have the music

portray the text. GaI (1974) called vocal expression

Schubertts mother tongue 1 1 p. 6L ) . Similarly, Einstein
(L947 ) emphasizes that Schubert wanted to make the music

add as much expression as possible to the text (p.L75).

Einstein highlights a few part-songs in this context. He

makes tittle attempt to compare these part-songs to factors

in Schubertfs life but highlights them rather as an

extension of Schubertrs writing style and personality.

With some of the part-songs he relates the occasions for
which they F¡ere written. Although Elnstein does not make

such conclusions, these accounts give us a backdrop while

assessing the part-songs for todayrs performance and

educational use.

The literature review isolates some of the purposes

for the accompaniment. It should be noted that many of the

part-songs are unaccompanied. When accompaniment is used,

it has different functions. Rosenthal and Loft (1947) note

that the accompaniment is either used as a harmonic fbasel
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or ¡ particularly the piano, as an independent part where it

begins to be released from simply doubling the vocal parts.

Plucker ( 1969 ), and Heider ( 1981 ) note that the

accompaniment is, on occasion, allowed to act independently

- a feature which is more characteristic of Schubertrs solo

settings. Plucker suggests that the accompaniment was a

help for some of the difficult harmonic progressions,

although some of the most harmonically difficult songs are

unaccompanied 1p.12 ) .

Perf ormance Practices and Educati.onal À¡rBtr ication

Brown (1978) deals with the part-songs in greater detail

in the essay rrThe Part-Songs f or Male Voicesrr, in Essa'rs on

Schubert. He begins his discussion by noting Èhat the

part-songs, as a whole, are not accepted today:

Schubertrs part-songs - there are between sixty and
seventy of them - have not survived the wreck of this
movement, f.or they receive today IittIe esteem and
rare pertormance. The neglect is not altogether
undeserved, for many of them are perfunctory, silvered
in the moon I s ec1 ipser so to speak, and only
occasionally redeemed by an imaginative touch
1p.ss).

fn the rest of the essay, Brown highlights, in detail, a

few of the part-songs trthat do not deserve the fate of the

rest" (p.59). He does not attempt to reconcile the genre

for modern use, nor suggest any reasons for doing so but

dismisses the music and says that rrtheir contribution is
st ight" ( p. 84 ) .

The desire by Schubert to express the text through the

music, as well as the popularity of the tiedertafel, caused
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Because the genre was

so rconnectedt to sociological and political factors, Brown

(L977) believes there is littte use for most of the part-

songs today. Perkins (1981), however, suggests that some

of them should be used today. Plucker (1969) believes that

the repertoire should be used more, although he mentions

that Èhere are problems in performing the music. À few

guidelines have emerged regarding the performance of this

literature. Brown (L977), as do other writers, mentions

the question regarding the use of a solo quartet or chorus.

He suggests that some part-songs are more suitable for

solo voices and some for chorus, while many others would be

appropriate for either medium (p.63). Einstein (1947)

suggests that the majority of the part-songs are tffor

musically enlightened soloists who are capable of doing

justice to his modulations and enharmonic changesrt (p.174).

tlith regard to interpretation, Heider ( 1.980 ) cautions

performers to sing the part-songs with discretion and

unaffected style (p.17 ) .

Very little is written regarding the use of these

part-songs in än educational setting. Plucker ( 1969 )

presents the idea that the easier part-songs could be used

in a high school setting. He suggests that a college group

may have the most success in attempting most part-songs.

He does not comment on the educational or curricular value

these could have, nor does he suggest which songs would be
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appropriate for each group. Perkins (1981) proposes the

idea that the part-songs can be a useful choral tool to

present concepts such as diction, textual phrasing, and

musical phrasing. He notes that, f.ot soloists, these are

benefits of working with Schubert lieder while studying

private voice. The part-songs, he implies, are the choral

substitute for the solo lieder. He does not link or

develop this thought with example or attempt to give any

other suggestions as to how this music could be used

educat i onal 1y.

.å number of gaps were noted in the literature reviewed:

1) No discussion was put forward which dealt with the

sociological factors in which this music was conceived and

what implications they may have for present day use.

2) Àlthough writers suggested its use, no one spoke of

present groups which were commonly using the music - nor

did they deny that it is being used. The fact that the

music is being used or not used may give an indication of

how successful its performance may be.

3) No comparison was made between the menrs, mixed,

and womenrs part-songs. The fact that they may have been

conceived for different purposes would have implications

for their use today.
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Chapter Three - Political" Socioloqical" and Bioqraohical

Factors fnfluencinq the Develooment of the Part-sonqs

Political and Soci.oloqical Factors

Machlis (L977 ) points out that freedom

political, economic, religious, personal was the

watchword for social movement of the early nlneteenth

century 1p.62). He outlines a number of reasons, beginning

with the French revolution, that ushered in momentous

social change and says thatrron the artistic front this
urge for individualism found expression in the Romantic

movementtt (p.621 . Within this larger framework, a number

of political and cultural events were influential on the

development of the part-songs. Germany, around Schubertfs

time, consisted of virtually scores of small independent

states with the three largest being Bavaria, Prussia, and

Àustria. These states were indirectly influenced by the

events of the French Revolution but directly affected by

Napoleonrs invasion of many of them. The years of

Schubertrs young childhood were one of many battles and

nearly continuous war. It was not until Napoleonrs exile
in 18L5 that a sense of peace was restored. I¡Iith the start

of the French Revolution, the aristocracy was being

challenged throughout Europe and common folk hrere beginning

to want more freedom. The aristocracy attempted to tput

the cat back in the bag' by restoring the oId order.
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Meternich, the Austrian Foreign Minister, who had become

the real power figure in the country taking over from

Franz I who remained the political figurehead but had no

real power. worked to regain and maintain control over the

populous by using censorship, spying, informants and

intimidation in an effort to suppress the emerging ideas of

power of the general public. Àlthough Napoleon had been

exiled, the common Àustrians were sti11 not allowed to have

any political freedom and voice. The resulting tension and

struggle vras a strong undercurrent in Schubertrs time, and

was evident in the political themes and character of Èhe

literature of the time, including part-song texts. Outward

dissension was forbidden and so music became a vray in which

these calls for freedom were expressed. Plucker (1969)

notes that these were calls for political and social

f reedom rather than individual f reedoms ( p.4 ) . .â,lthough

these struggles came to a head later, during Schumannts

time, the sentiments were being fostered when Schubert was

writing his part-songs.

Àside from these political developments, other social

changes were influencing the music of the time. Perkins

(1981) notes that the diminished position of the church in

the musical world of the perlod meant that composers r.rere

not dependent on a church position for their financial well

being (p.20). Much sacred music was being produced, but it
was not at the forefront of musical activity. This
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to

ofinvestigate secular texts to a greater degree.

these new areas was the part-sonçls.

One

Perkins (1981) also points out that the growth of

interest in folk song was another aspect in the development

of the choral song 1p.20 ). He does admit that the

influence was not as great on Schubert as on later

composers such as Mendel.ssohn, Schumann, and Brahms, but

this interest in folk music should be seen in relation to

the growth of the genre (p.20). Many part-songs were folk

songs or imitations of foIk song fLavour (Einstein. L947.

p.40-41 ) .

Ànother sociological development had some influence on

the part-songs, particularly Schubert's tife. This

development was the growing importance of the middle-c1ass

who had come to have nice homes and moderate financial

resources. hlechsburg (I977 ) notes that rrthere was a piano

in every cultured home in Vienna. Many aristocrats had

given up their private orehestras but the well-to-do people

went to concerts and listened to outdoor performances.

There was regular Hausmusik (house music) in the homes of

many middle-class people where chamber muslc and piano

music were performedrr 1p.70). (Note Sketches 6, L2, and 13

in Appendix F). tlechsburg also notes that the particlpants

were middle-class citizens. rrÀpart from a few prof essional

musicians, most of the gentlemen belonged to the merchant-
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tradesmen or minor-official classtt (p.71). He sums up the

situation by saying that 'tthe middre-crass had taken over.

They could not afford private orchestra or private string
quartets but they loved house music, 1p.37). Brown (19sg)

ilrustrates this by giving an account of a personality who

entertained this type of Hausmusik in his home:

Paumgartner, a wealthy bachelor, lived in a large
house with a music room on the first floor where
private musical parties were he1d, and a large music
salon on the second floor, in which midday concerts
and other musical activities took place under the
stimulus of this benevolent patron 1p.95).

t¡¡ithin this sociar context, it is easy to see how the

part-songs would be popular and appropriate. They required

onry a few performers; many were quite accessible to novice

musicians; and most were set for piano or no accompaniment.

Àrthough schubert as a school-teacher was not considered

middle-c1ass, he was accepted as a composer into many

middre-class circles. rt was in these circres that most of

his part-songs $¡ere perf orrned.

More specific in its influence on the development of

mare parÈ-songs was the organization of singing societies.
one of the first personalities responslbre for these þras

K.F.C. Fasch, who founded the Ber1in Singakadamie in 1790

for the purpose of giving sacred vocal music concerts.

Horton (L952) notes that under Faschrs successor, Carl

Zelter, the Singakadamie played a notable part in the

revival of great choral music of earlier centuries,
including Palestrina's and Bachts lp.ZgZ). Zelter, in a
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letter to Goethe dated 26 of December, 1809, is the first
to mention the Liedertafel (song table) and is credited

with starting this choral organization with a group of

twenty-four men. The success of this exclusive group,

which eras devoted to serious music, soon encouraged other
groups to start in Leipzig, Dresden, Vienna, and Zurich.

The term Hånnergesangverein (ments singing clubs) was also

used to describe some of these menfs singing organizations.

Plucker ( 1969 ) says that the Månnergesangverein began as a

relaxation of membership of the Liedertafel standards and

resulted in the larger, more lighthearted, politically

active Månnergesangverein (p.3). This, however, does not

seem to be consistent with references by other authors.

Brown (L977 | mentions that the Månnergesangverein in vienna

gave a Schubert Festival Concert in L847. They are also

responsible for placing a plaque at Schubertrs birthplace

and erecting a statue in the Stadtpark in Lg7Z. Groves

(1980) mentions the New York Mãnnergesangverein which was

established in L854 has survived into this century. This

suggests that L ) they were more than lighthearted,

political gatherings and 2) they had a profound interest in

Schubert and his rnusic. The tiedertafel seems to have

taken one of two veins. Groves (1910) notes that the term

came to refer to a social gathering for a mixed audience in

which rrthe guests move about, eat, drink, and talk as they

please, provided they keep silence during the singingtt.
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The Liedertafel also continued for sometime as men r s

singing organizations. Horton ( 1952 ) comments that
schumann took over the Dresden tiedertafel in 1g4g but gave

it up after a year, ftits good-humoured but insensitive
heartiness being too much for his temperamentil (p.2g9).

rt may be more accurate to suggest that it was the location
of the singing societies, rather than the name, that
reveals their character. The societies in Northern Germany

were generally more politicarry active than the ones in
.austria especially vienna. Rosenthal and Loft (194?)

write that rrunrike their north German counterparts, the

composers of these Austrian choral groups did not restrict
themselves to songs of bluff camaraderier (p.ZZ9).

However these are seen, the fact that menrs singing
clubs and societies were beginning to be a strong and

popurar movement when schubert arrived on the scene was

unquestionabry a strong motivating infruence on him. That

these societies have trun their courser has, no doubt, some

bearing on the rack of exposure that these part-songs have

today.

rt is clear that the deveropment of the part-songs has

a st,rong attachment to the poritical and sociorogical
factors of the early eighteen-hundreds. rt would be

untrue, however, to suggest that without the presence of
these unique factors the part-songs are redundant.

Àrthough the political situation, the dlminishing influence
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of the church, more interest in fork music, the growing

importance of the middle class, and the organization of

singing societies were factors in the development of the

part-song, they were only part of the entire picture. .ê,

great dea] more of that tpicturet is seen in aspeets ot

Schubertrs life as well as in his genius.

rnfruences rn schubert's Life Affectinq Development of the

Part-sonq

In his I'Forwardrr in the book entitled Schubert,

t^Iechsberg (L977 ) conf esses that rrno one has f ound out

anything new of basic importance about Franz Schubert since

Professor Otto Erich Deutsch devoted his Iife to Schubertrl

(p.7). Brown (L9771, however, lists 26 books which deal

with Schubertrs biography and this list is undoubtedly

missing some. As with each of these biographies, this

paper, in a much more }imited wäyr wilt deal with certain

aspects of Schubertfs life and how those aspects influence

the part-song wxiting in which he engaged.

Personal insights of Schubert have been portrayed by

a number of writers. His voice, as a lad, was good enough

to win him a place in the choir of the Imperial Court

Chapel. Here, the Lessons in violin, piano, orçJan, singing

and composition he had received while at home would

continue at the Imperial Court ChapeI under Salieri ts

tutorship (Brown.1977). p.13). The fact that Schubert had

a good voice, that he had a lot of exposure to choral music
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at the rmperiar court chaper, and was a fair pianist
probably contributed to his interest in part-songs. He

remained a strong singer throughout most of his life.
Einstein (1951) reports that schubert 'rhad a good bass

voice with a compäss extending from low G to E in the

baritone register" (p.I74). Bauernfeld, a contemporary of

schubert I s, described his voice as rrhalf way between a

gentre tenor and a baritone' (Deutsch. 1959. p. zz7).
whatever range he had, he sang his own songs on a number of

occasions and even did a complete cycle. on one occasion

Anton ottenwart remarked that rschubert sang quite
beautifullyrr (Deutsch. 1946. p.476). The fact that he

sangr äs well äs played the piano and other instruments,
would offer him the opportunity not only to compose part-
songs, but also to participate in their performance.

In many of the sketches or paintings that depict
schubert and his friends, schubert is seated at the piano.
(Note Sketches 6t 7, L2, and 13 in Àppendix F). In his
famous drawing (sketch 6), schwind depicts schubert praying

the piano with vogr singing while a large group of friends
look on. (vogl was a 'retired' opera singer who befriended

schubert and performed many of his songs on a number of
occasions). The water color by Leopold Kupelweiser rparty

Game of the Schubertians at Àtzenbruggr' (Sketch 7) clearly
depicts Schubert at the piano. He is noted as the

accompanist in many written accounts, gave many concerts
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with various soloists and ensembles, and was asked to give

lessons to the Count Esterhazy's daughters. His keyboard

limitations are revealed, however, by the fact that he

admitted that he played the triplets in the Ertkönig as

straight eights saying that he found the triplets too

difficult.

These elements of Schubert's musical talent - his

singing and keyboard skills - were used in the intimate,

home concerts which were so much a part of his }ife. These

concerts involved Schubert and members of his circle of

friends. The evenings of singing and playing Schubertrs

music came to be known as rSchubertiadsr and included

eating, drinking, and games such as chess, charades or

cards. (Note Sketches 3 and 4 in Àppendix F) . The

members,/participants of these evenings took on the name of
tSchubertians'. The part-songs were often sung at these

gatherings. Brown (L980) gives us an example of the music

which was performed at a Schubertiad:

l..First Movement of a string quartet [?in G]: Bohm,

HoIz, Weiss, and tink;

Songs, Der Rreuzzug (D932'l. , Die Sterne (D939 ),

Fischerweise (D881), Fragment aus dem .ileschylus

(D450): Vogl, accompanied Þy Schubert;

Stãndchen (D920b): Josefine Frohlich and her

sister's pupils from the conservatory;

Trio in Eb {D929): Bocklet, Bohm and L1nke.

2.

3.

4.
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obbligato by Josef Lewy;
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with horn

5. Die AlLmacht (D852): Vogl and Schubert.

7. SchlachtLied (D912): doubLe chorus for male voices.

Schubert's singing and playing ability would be quite

compatible with the part-songs which were, especially for

the lower voices, quite accessible. The pianoforte part,

also, was not too difficult. Àlthough this next quote is

long, it portrays some of the energy and dynamic of one of

those evenings. The mood is contagious:

15th December 1825: I went to Spaunrs, where there was
a big, big Schubertiad. On entering I was received
rudely by Fritz and very saucily by Hass. There was
a huge gathering. The Àrneth, Blitteczek, Kurzrock,
and Pompe couples, the mother-in-Iaw of the Court and
State Chancellery probationer !{itteczek: Dr.
Watterothrs widow, Betty Wanderer, and the painter
Kupelweiser with his wife, Grillparzer, Schober,
Schwind, Mayrhofer and his landlord Huber, tall
Huber, Derffel, Bauernfeld, Gahy (who played
gloriously a quartro mani with Schubert) and
Vog1, who sang almost 30 splendid songs. Baron
Schlechta and other Court probationers and secretaries
were also there. I was moved almost to tears, being
a particularly excited state of mind to-day, by the
trio of the fifth March, which always reminds me of my
dear, good mother. t¡lhen the music was done, there was
grandfeeding and then dancing. But f was not at all
in a courting mood. I danced twice with Betty and
once with each of the t{itteczek, Kurzrock and Pompe
ladies. Àt 12:30, after a cordial parting with the
Spauns and Enderes, we saw Betty home and went to the
rf Ànchorrrf where we stilI f ound Schober, Schubert,
Schwind, Derffel and Bauernfeld. Merry. Then home.
To bed at 1 orclock.tr (Deutsch. 1946). p.57L. From
Franz von Hartmannrs Diary).

Ànother aspect of Schubertrs personality would draw

him to the part-song: his intense desire for close friends
(Note Sketch I in Àppendix F). Much has been written about

5.
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schubertrs relationships with his friends. rt is
sufficient to quote Wechsberg (L977) when he says that
ttschubert's f riends occupy a unique position in his
life. . . Schubertrs friends became almost his family, a

substitute for the love which he rarely knewr' (p.?T).

within the tradition of the Liedertafel, these strong

ties with his friends probably encouraçted schubert to write
part-songs for them to sing. The combination of

camaraderie and music would probably have been a great

pleasure to schubert and his friends. Many common hours

were spent in cafes, taverns, or sociaL gatherings in
homes. Accounts of evenings spent together with his
friends at the theatre, a concert t ox schubertiad telr us

that Schubert and his friends would often go to fThe

Anchort orrThe Red Crabrafter and drink and talk

sometimes untiL 2 or 3 am. rt is significant to note that,
for someone rike schubert who had no home of his own, atl
his meaLs would be eaten in cafes or taverns. (We see this
type of scene in Sketch L0 in Àppendix F). S ince

accom¡nodations were very poor and cramped, likely as rittle
time as possible was spent in his place of 1odging. Many

hours wourd be spend together with his friends in cafes and

taverns. Music was very important for each member of this
group and music, such as the part-songs, would be sung in

what was very common and comfortable territory. Schubert

could never get enough of this and referred to these times
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as amoung the dearest of his life. part-songs were part of
this whore experience and this may reveal his endearment to
them.

The dynamics of the Liedertafel create imprications
for the interpretation of the part-songs and their
performance, too - particurarly the menrs part-songs. This
is true to a lesser degree with the mixed and womenrs voice
part-songs. Àrthough the part songs vrere a usefur vehicle
to serve these friendship-rerated purposes, the genre
placed constraints on schubert. rt was not popular to go

off the well-trodden path of mediocrity at least as far
as part-song writing was concerned. Gesang der Geister
úber den t{assern (Song of the Spirits over the Waters),
considered by many to be the masterpiece of the entire
genre, had to wait thirty years after schubertrs death to
be pubrished. This part-song, however, while of a revel
much higher than the conmon part-song, and was stirl not
rrsuitablerf . À nevrspaper review ref erred to it as rran

accumuration of every sort of senseress, disordered and

purposeress musical modulation and side tracking. rn such

works a composer resembres a drayman who drives eight in
hand, and swerves now right, now left.- in other words,
avoids colrision - then turns back, and goes on with the
same game without ever getting along the roadr (Deutsch.

1948. p.165). This indicates the reality that schubert had

to face: to have any recognition meant timiting himself to
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the narrovr restrictions which the iron Law of demand

imposed upon him. Thus he continued to be largely
dependent on writing music which could bring him into
direct contact with grateful consumers (Ga1. Lg74. p.145).

Many of the part-songs were written for a specific
occasion or person. Brown ( 1993 ) says that 'rschubert
rarely composed without a performance of some sort in mindrt

(p.63). This seems to be true for the part-songs as well.
To fulfil a reguest of Anna Frõhlich, the chorar teacher at
the vienna conservatory, stãndche,n was written for one of
her students as a birthday surprise for the young tady.
Grillparzer was asked to write a poem and schubert to
compose the music. on another occasion, Edit Nonna, Edit
cLerus was apparently written for his host Ferdinand
Traweger. Ðer Tanz (The Dance) - which portrays love of
rife and dancing, was written to cerebrate the recovery of
rrene Kiesewelter, daughter of an ÀuLic councilror, who at
the age of fourteen had shown a great interest and abirity
in dancing. Gebet (prayer) is felt to have been composed

at the request of countess Esterhazy. Às the story goes,

schubert received the poem at breakfast and the music was

ready for rehearsal that evening. These accounts

lllustrate the close relationship of the part-songs to
events in schubert's tife.. They arso suggest that the
purpose for many of these songs is participation and

private performance rather than public performance. This
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is consistent with the Liedertafeln which emphasized

invorvement in the singing. À few of the part-songs carl
for greater forces and seem to be beyond the bounds of a

smal1 intimate concert.

Ànother aspect which refr.ects this extemporaneous

nature of the part-songs, is the speed in which schubert
wrote some of them. Àccounts vary, but some songs seem to
have been conceptuarized very quickly in schubertrs mind.
hle note Gebet, mentioned above, which was written in ress
than a day. Ànother striking example is the writing of
Stãndchenz

schubert took the poem, went into an alcove by thewindow, read it through carefurly a few times Jnd thensaid with a smire: rr-r've got it- already, itrs done,and itrs going to be quite good.r-'...schubertoriginalry composed Èhis piece for contrarto solo andments chorus; when he brought the manuscript toFraulein Fröhrich and she chid him for his mist.i., hegood-humoredly took the piece aþray again and broughtit the next day re-vrritten for womenrs voices(Deutsch. 1958. p.t11rt14).
The part-songs schubert wrote, reflect a number of

influences in his rife and from his personal
characteristics. The Liedertafel had some infruence on

schubert because of the nationalistic feelings associated
with them. Einstein (1951) says that Die FJucht (The

Fright) and Ewige Liebe (Eternal Life) are associated with
politicar faith (p.259). schubert was not a revolutionary,
but r'ras sympathetic to the cause. ?he countryside of
Àustria seems to have made a greater impression on

schubert. His love of nature ls reflected in themes about
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nature in many of the part-songs. schubert must have had

a love of the outdoors since he took many walks in the
countryside for an afternoon, evening, and even for a few

days. His appreciation is shown in his own words that he

wrote Èo his brother about his trip to salzburg in 1g25.

His attempt to describe the country was what he calrs rra

feeble picture of all those extraordinary beautiesrr. He

refers to tramazingry beautifur country, and bright, blue-
green water which animates this derightfur landscape most

gloriously[ (Deutsch. 1945. p. 456-45?). or as Deutsch

(1946) quotes from schubert's diary June lg16 saying *There

can be scarcery anything more agreeable than to enjoy the
green country on a evening after a hot summer dayrt 1p.61).
rt is only naturar that the beauty which he saw alr around

him would take a place in his music.

The part-songs also suggest the influences that other
composers may have had on schubert. He was quite awed by

Beethoven and Mozart, and as Ànserm Hrittenbrenner wrote,
rrliked to converse about Handel, Mozart and Beethoven and

thought hiqhly of the two Haydns'r (quoted in wechsberg.

L977. p .67') . Bakura-Skoda ( 1982 ) writes "perhaps
schubertts special preference for third relationships in
the harmonic design joining movements or sections has its
roots in his earry experience of Haydnrs works who can

say?tt (p.85). This third relationship is used commonly in
the part-songs. Heider ( 1980 ) comments that Hirjams
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siegesgesang (Miriamrs song of victory), *o,, the other
hand, is positively reactionary: its choruses are written
in an exemplary eighteenth century styre, which strikes the
listener as Handelianil (p.6). Schubert vras by no means a

pragiarist, but his genius was couched in a knowledge and

appreciation of other great composers. The part-songs
revear erements of this appreciation. schubert died before
the music of earlier composers such as parestrina and Bach

had made a fur-r comeback arthough he bras infruenced a

Iittle in his l_ater years by Baroque composers.

Às was the case with arr of schubertrs music, personal
expression was very important to him. Rosenthal and Loft
(L947) write:

Thus, whether composing music for his God or for theintimate circre of his own neighbours and friends,schubert has arways in mind ttre goar of personalexpression. rf at times he is hindered in his effortsby the choice of an unworthy textr or restricted inhis devices by the rirnited a¡itities of the performersfor whom his music was intended, he stirr remains thetrue representative of the ideals of Romanticism (p.232) .

schubert would decide very quickly on whether or not
a text appeared to him. Àlthough he has been criticized
for his inability to choose effective texts - particularly
his operas the motivation behind his choices seemed to
depend on whether or not he could sense an idea that could
be expressed musically.

.ã,lthough drawn by his genius and desire to express
himself musically, schubert gras contlnuarly pressured by
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the demand of the publishers and the public. Erlkönig,
which became one of his most popular songs, had to be

issued privatery at first since no publisher wourd issue

it. Many of the part-songs were not pubi.ished until many

years after schubert's death. Brown (1990) indicates that
only one of the female or unspecified voice choral works,

eighteen of the men's voice, and two of the mixed voice

were published during his lifetime. (This is from hls list

of shorter choral works which numbers i.63 in totar ) . rt is

further interesting to note that few of those that were

published would emerge as the greatest examples of his
part-song ef f orts . T¡¡ith this in mind, it is easy to

understand the dilemma that schubert had: either to remain

true to his own musical feelingst oÍ meet the publicts

demands. Because the part-songs are generarly consistent

with the norm of part-songs of the timer wê conclude that

he made some effort to gain acceptance. The fact that

Schubert has emerged a6 the composer who has raised the

part-song to its highest musical level suggests that he

ignored the norm on occasion. One wonders about the

richness we would enjoy, had he let his genius have tfuII

rein | .
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Chapter Four - The Husic

will be analyzed as a whole body the

and mixed part-songs.

the Part-sont¡s

The part-songs were set for different voice

combinations including the number and type of voices used.

During the years from 1813 to 1815 (when schubert,was still
in his teens), he composed pieces for smaller groups.

These include some two and three voice canons, terzets
(operatic Iike trios), and three voice part-songs for men

and womenrs voices, usually TTB or SSA. Schubert also set

a number of part-songs for mixed voices. These were written
throughout his mature music writlng career (from lB16 until
his death in L828't, covering the same period of his ments

and womenrs voice settings. During lBLS he began writing
four part part-songs and never returned to using three part
settings. UnIike the ments and groments part-songs, his
mixed voice settings were four-part from the start.

The majority of the later part-songs are written for
four parts, but in his later years, Schubert, began to
experiment with larger forces including greater numbers of

voices. These ranged from five to eight voices (e.g. the

octet for male voices, Gesang der Geister úbet den

${assernl. This development is seen most dramatica}ly in
the menrs part-songs and to a lesser degree the women t s and

mixed part-songs. Others include SchJachtJied, written in
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L827 and set for double chorus of TTBB, or Graube, Hoftnung
und Liebe (Faith, Hope and Love) which calrs for two tenor
and two bass soloists, sÀTB chorus, and wind instruments.
with the SATB settings, the menrs settings, and once with
the womenrs settings, the addition of soloists was a

characteristic which is seen to a greater degree in the
later part-songs. Àn example of this is Der gz psarm

(Psarm 92) t written in lgzg, which has soprano, arto,
tenor, baritone, and bass soloists, with sÀTB chorus.

The fact that schubert began using greater forces in the
rater part-songsr måy Índicate either his growing interest
in the part-song, his personal development as a composer,

or both. using greater forces in the rater part-songs
might arso be att¡ibuted to his growing reputation and that
more resources were available to him.

schubert not onry used various combinations of voices
for the settings, he sometimes used these voices in
different combinations throughout each part-song. He did
this by contrasting chorus with soloist; pairing of voices

two tenors against two bassesr or soprano and tenor
against the arto and bassi two choruses a tenor quartet
against a bass quartet,. or, the voices set apart from the
accompaniment instruments in a sort of musical diarogue.
Àn interesting example of the different ways that schubert
sets the voices is seen in the use of two TTBB quartets in
the hymn Hetr Unser Gott (Lord, Our God) and the use of two
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quartets, one ot four tenors and the other of four basses

in Gesang der Geister úber den Wassern. [ühy he chose these

sonor it ies f or these part-songs is unknown. trthat is
probable is that he had either specific effects in mind or

specific requests for these voicings.

Many of the part-songs are spiced throughout with

these varying combinations of voices - voices which provide

relief from repeated rhythms or accompaniment patterns.

(Àccompaniment patterns will be discussed in the next

section on texture). It is safe to conclude that Schubert

established a gradual trend to use greater numbers of

voices toward the end of his career, giving the part-songs

greater scope and significance.

Before we leave this section, it is interesting to

note that although Schubert was busy writing solo settings

at the same time he was writing part-songs, few texts are

done for both idioms. Exceptions include Der Entfernten
(Those Faraway) and Die EinsiedeLei (The Place .â,1one) which

are set for both solo and part-song.

Texture

Schubert uses homophonic and contrapuntal voicings as

one hray to provide variety in textures. Most of the part-
songs, however, are homophonic. This is true for the

ments, womenrs and mixed part-songs. Brown (1978) says

that the rtidiom...is markedly of the period, that is, it is
harmonic with an almost complete eschewal of counterpointrt
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(p .62') .

There äre, though, many examples where Schubert uses

some degree of polyphony in the part-songs. This may be by

the use of a canon form (as in Das Ðôrfchen IThe SmaIl

Village I ), fugal entries (as in fm Gegenwãrtigen

Vergangenes IIn the Present]), or irnitation of the melodic

material by other voices. This is seen in Flgure # 1.

Fiqure #1 . Gott im Ungewitter (Bars L2 to J.5)

ist derHerr, ras

Some part-songs, like

(Figure *2)

Die FJucht, are quite contrapuntal.
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Teuo¡e I.

Tenore IL

Basso I.

Basso t.

Fiqure *2 . Die FLucht ( Bars i.-L8 )

dc¡ F¡ei - e will le - ben, Sar-gc dumpft der

n der Frei- ô will ich le - ben,

de¡ F¡ei- e will ich le - ben,

will ich le - ben! Sieh'¡u¡dort das Ä - be¡d-roth

dumpft der

in dem Sarge duiupft der

Sar-ge dumpft dc¡

-ben. eh' dagHcrz zu sto-cknn

Tod, i¡ der

Tod, i¡ de¡

Toil, in de¡

will icà le - be¡! Sieh' ¡u¡ dort das á. - bend- ¡oth

will le - ben! nu¡dort das Â- bend-¡oth

we - - be¡' i¡ der F¡ei- e blùht das Le - ben,

uru dietei-tera Hü-gel *e - - be¡' in de¡ Frei- e blüht da¡ Le- beu,,/-\

um die hci-tern Hii.gel

En- g" hockt die

v6- - ùe¡, in de¡ F¡ei- e blult d¡s Le - ben,

hoclt die Noth, Ellt druo, eilt zu ctre-ben,eH das Hen zu sto-clenrl¡oht, Lichtund

Eilt drum,eilt ùinaus zu
Í,t
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It should be mentioned that, although imitation and

counterpoint are not prominent, there are few part-songs in

which these are excluded entirely. There is almost always

one or two examples of one voice moving while the others

are stationary.

Contrast in texture is also accomplished by a number

of means. Schubert uses the contrast of unison voices to

harmony; dissonant chords contrast with consonant ones;

accompanied sections contrast with sections in which the

accompaniment echoes the voices rather than doubles them;

high voices in contrast with low voices; slow or quick

rhythmic movements are used to rthickenr or tthinf the

texture; and polyphonic sections have been interpolated

into homophonic ones. Two favourite devices which Schubert

uses are the pairing of voices with other pairs and a

soloist in contrast with chorus sections. Voice pairing

may be tenors against basses, tenor and bass against tenor

and bass, soprano and alto against tenor and bass, and so

on. The use of paired voices thins the texture and

provides relief from the use of all parts. Schubert also

establishes contrasting textures by pitting the soloist
against the chorus the soloist sings a phrase and the

chorus repeats it in harmony, or the chorus follows the

soloist with contrasting or complimentary material.

Some examples of the use of this variety of textures

are helpful. Àlthough these examples are from the menrs
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part-songs, similar ones are used in the mixed and womenfs

part-songs as well. The use of pairing of voices is seen

in a section from the Trinklied I Edit Nonna, Edit CJerusl

(Figure #3) where the voices are paired for a cauple of

phrases and then join in a four-part section. This is

conrmon in Schubert t s part-songs and, as vras mentioned,

provides relief from the ful1 four-part sound.

Fiqure #3 . Edit Nonna, Edit Cl.erus ( Bars 49-61)

do-¡ec. do-nec bi-buntbi-bunt pri -mum ct ee

prlmum et re - cunlo, ¡i-hil eit i¡ fu¡-do, bi-bu¡t pri -EuE ct sa
ê

This section from Gesang der Geister úber den Ï{assern

(Figure #4) illustrates the use of quartets set against

quartets in the eight part part-songs. In this part-song

Schubert sets a tenor quartet against a bass quartet and

illustrates the use of high voices against low voices.
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Fiqure #4. Gesang der Geister ûber den F{assern (Bars zz_
34 )

__--_:
zum Hrmmc¡ rtcigl €, zum Hin q{ ¡teir.4 ec, zum Il immel

rum Himmel rteigf e, zurrr Hirmcl

Himnel Lo¡mtæ,

Hinmel lomtes, zumHim - mel

und rie-dor nie
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o
Ê
o
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Schubert also sets a TTBB quartet against a TTBB quartet

SchLachtLied (Figure #5) :

Fiqure # 5 . Schl.achtJ ied ( Bars 30-35 )

St¡iim'hin.o Blut.fiirùVa ter-lanil, undtórìtìo Tod,r.ir dcm,dcr,{,1

St¡õ¡¡'hi¡r,o Blut,fút'¡Y¡ - - ter,lenrl, undtaåt',o Toil,r.ir t¡au - en dem,der .A,l

51t6r¡f hin,o Blut, fû¡'sVa undtõdti o Toil,*ir traueu dem,

Strõ¡dhin,o Blut,fü¡'sVa uatltõilt', o Todrrir traueu dem,

;
o
È
o
I

To provide contrast in the texture as well as

for the solo line, Schubert often sets the soloist
the chorus in a sort of dialogue. (Note Figure #6)

clar ity
against
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Fiqure #6. Stãndchen (Bars 7-l4l

Dun - Iels ¡äclt'-ger

undden Fin-gersanft

und den Fin - ger sanft

po - - càenrir an desl,ieb-eåens

- c.he¡ rir ¡n des Lieb-cüens
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Since Schubert wrote many of the part-songs for
particular occasions, the forces that were available at

that time would often determine the instruments and voices

he chose. This wouLd influence the texture. Some general

trends in the texture of the part-songs can be seen,

however.

First, since Schubert began using more vocal forces

toward the end of his career a thicker texture resulted.

This is particularly true with the male part-songs,

somewhat true with the women's part-songs (it is difficult
to draw a legitimate conclusion since the number is too few

to have a good sample ) , and not true with the SA,TB which

basically remained the same throughout the time he wrote

part-songs.

Second, accompaniment is also part of this trend.

Unaccompanied and piano accompanied part-songs are seen

throughout his part-song writing years. Near the end (most

noticeably i.827-L828) Schubert made use of more instruments

and therefore, because of their addition, created a thicker

t,exture in the music. This texture might also be made even

thicker by the addition of soloists something which

happened more often in the later part-songs.

Third, Schubert used different styles of part-songs to

create a variety of textures. The simpler, tLiedertafell

style suggests homophonic writing, less dramatic harmonic

movements, and lively dance rhythms. More difficult pieces
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call for more independence in the voices and harmonicarly
challenging movements. The use of numerous chord changes,
as welr as crosed chord positions gives some part-songs a

thicker texture than others. This, again, hints at the
difference between the righter styre and the concert style.
This factor is seen in menrs, womenrs, and mixed part-
songs. Two mixed part-songs will serve as examples. Das

Tages t{eihe (The Dayrs Blessing) illustrates the concert
style with chromatic writing and difficurt chord movements
(Figure #7 ) .

-JÞ

wie - de¡, f fet je{er Schmerz:

ist je-der Scbmerz:

rvie - der. fernent-floh'n je.der Schmerz:

der, fernent-floh'n

Leid. ee igt vãr - ges

eafgtve¡ -gea- sen,

durchdle Ne bel strahltder Glanz dei-ner

der Glanz

bel straàltder Gienz
+-o-

Fiqure #7. Des Tages üIeihe.'(Bars Jg_46)

bel strahltde¡ cla¡z
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Der ?anz is clearly different with itrs slower harmonic

rhythm, more repeated notes Ín the inner voices, and chord

movements which are less challenging (Figure #8). The

texture, therefore, is much thinner.

Fiqure #8. Der Tanz. Bars (8-14)

ls- eln-mal er - relcht ele eln trüg- lt - che¡_ Zlel,

el¡-mal er relcht ele eln trüg- ll - ches Zlel,

eln-m¡l er relcht gle eln

el¡-¡oal er - relcht gle eln ll - cheg Zlel,

¡oanslessr¡f-z€nund kl¿ - - geD.

hörtna¡Bie EeuJ.zenu¡d kla -

t¡an ale Seur-zen

hört man ele
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Àlthough Schubert wrote part-songs with the genre in mind

(with homophonic, unaccompanied writing using standard

chords writing being the norm), he displayed a diversity of

textures by varying the voices, accompaniment, and writing

style. Some would stiIl argue that he didntt go far

enough. This couLd probably said of the entire genre.

Harmonic Character istics

Some aspects of the part-song movement, like the use

of homophonic writing, are seen in Schubertrs part-songs.

Some aspects of his part-songs. however, are unique at

least in the degree that he chooses to develop them. One

of these aspects is the harmonic color and richness that he

uses. This richness is established by the use of

tonality,/key shifts, harmonic movements and modulations,

and the repeated use of certain chords.

One of these unique qualities of Schubertrs part-songs

is the bold key changes that the vocalists are called to

manoeuvre. These key shifts are commonly seen in the part-

songs. The shift from major to minor or minor to major is

conìmon. This may or may not be prepared by the

accompaniment - if there is one. t{e see in Figure *9 how

quickly Schubert will shift the tonality in one phrase.

Here he moves from C major in Bar 48 to C minor in Bar 49.
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On occasion, Schubert has

which was not introduced by the

Fiqure #10. Begrabnisslied.

im Ungewitter. (Bars 4g-50)

the voices begin with a key

accompaniment (Figure *10).
(Buria1 Song - Bars L9-ZZ\

Fiqure #9. Gott

C

As well as major,/minor shifts,
enharmonic shifts. Àn enharmonic

illustrated in Figure #11 in which the

Cb major to B major.

Schubert calls for
shift is clearly

key is changed from
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Fiqure #11. Der 23 PsaLm. (The 23 PsaLm - Bars 29-32)

Schubert ugeÉ enharmonic chords shifts as a means of

moving to another key in which he, as he often does in

other examples, does not remain for very long.

The enharmonic shift is easy for the voices. Other

movements are not so easy. One of these is the movement of

all the voices up or down (similar motion). This dramatic

shift is seen in three different cases in Ruhe, Schõnstes

G7úck der Erde. The first is the movement of alI the

voices up a semitone in a two octave unison (Figure #12).

To-desschat - ten
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Fioure L2. Ruhe, Schönstes GJtick der Erde. ( Bars 35-41 )

ia---- ?:.

le Pein.- würlrst und tleigt Lrss ds Herzóns Stä¡me rcìs ci- gtn, eit - Ie- Trãume

ff

.fÍ>î T¡

SceJe Pcin,-
Íî=>

säc'hst und steict de¡ See-le Lrsc iles Hurzcns Stürme rchsei - gtu, eit - le- Triumt
P

The second is the movement up of a four-part chord, the one

here being C to Db major (Figure *13).

Fiqure il13. Ruhe, Schönstes GLtick der Erde. (Bars 23-28)

.üJ

ab, sen -ke sr-.9-nenrl dir:h ! Lass des Hr:rzi'ns Stü¡mo

srrg'-ncntl rlir'h- her - Lnss ns Stürmc sc'hwci - ¡;cn,

=æ.

The third is the repetition of entire sections. Schubert

gives four bars which move through the keys of Em, B, Fü,

and Cb; he then gives the same four bars of music a

semitone lower by using the keys of Ebm, Bb, F, and Bb

(Figure #L4 ) .

.f!

Pein.

.fÍ

rf
ah!

^



Fiqure #L4. Ruhe, Schönstes
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GLúck der Erde. (Bars 55-69)

z-í-f'.

geusr- her

grurs- ¡b, dut! ge -

das- gn heilt- ,lie

heilt- See le rel

2"¿
l 
---^-^
dass- gr-

heilt,- co-

gtu:ts- her - rb, 'lrqr g€ heilt- die Sec Iø wer heilt.-

5te.tc *e ¡T
----'ì.

heilt- die See Ie çer - rle, sirå. er - he-beqd ausrlem Grab. siò cr

heilt- ,lie See çer - de,

heilt- die See çcr - de, si,à er - he-bend ¡us dem Grab. siù er - he

In many part-songs Schubert moves through a number of

keys to obtain the expressive effect that he is after.

Rosenthal and Lof t (L947 ) write that the rtRomanticist in

Schubert compels him now to overlook performance

difficulties for the sake of the naturalistic, delicately

shaded interpretation of the text which is attained through

the chromatic writing" (p.230). Lied im Freien (Song of

Praise) requires the chorus to rrmeander unassistedil through

F, Db, Gb, D, Bbm, Bm. This is not an isolated case but a

characteristlc of måny of the part-songs. Even the simpler

hc - beud
.fÍ
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settings do not sit on the tonic, subdominant, and dominant

chords, but are colored, although to a 1esser degree, with
a variety of tonality and temporary chord shifts

Schubert uses these bold key shifts to change keys.

This use of bord harmonic movements to change keys is seen

throughout the part-songs. schubert often accomplishes key

changes and harmonic color by the use of single chords.

These are mainly the diminished seventh chord, the

augmented sixth chords {particularly the Italian and German

augmented sixth), and the Neopolitan sixth chord. In

sehnsucht, he presents the first statement in E major. The

dominant chord B (bar 4, is used to move to Em (bar 6), to
c7 (bar 7), which appears to be moving to F via a 6/4

5/3 cadence, but, via a diminished chord on the fourth beat

of the bar, introduces the key of G (Bar B). The G chord,

with a small detour to a German .ê,ugmented sixth chord (bar

9), moves to a D chord which then cadences in bar LZ. This

sets up the material similar to the beginning being

presented in C major.
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Fiqure #15. Sehnsucht. ( Bars L-7 )

Langsnm.

Tenore I.

Te¡o¡e IL

Baeso I.

Basso II.

Basso III.

<>

Nu¡ *er die Sehnruchtlerutt,reiss, n¡ ich lei - de! ål-leinund¡b - ge-trenntvonrl-ler

--

Nur ve¡ die Sehnrucht Lemt,reiar, yrs lei - de! Alleinundrb - ge-ttenntyon¡l-ler Freu_de,

Nurre¡die Sehnruehtlennt,rei¡¡, v¡s icù lei Al-lein und ¡b-ge - trenilt-
P. d'rtrs..

* ^t

¡e[ ich ¡n'eFirm¡ - Âch!dermieh Iiebtu¡dlennt, i¡t in der \l'ei-te, ¡ch!drrmich

¡rH ich enb Firu¡ - der i¡t in dr.r Ilþi-te. eeh! dermieÌ¡

¡eli ich¡¡bFirm¡- nrcÀ je- -Der Cer i¡t in der ll'ei-te.

D7e

Few examples of bold harmonic movements are more thrilling
than this section from Stãndchen (Flgure *16). Schubert

begins Bar 39 in Am, uses an augmented sixth chord to move

to G and then to C. This becomes an augmented sixth chord

to B which sets up Em. He then prepares G by way of an

augmented sixth chord and a D dominant chord. These

augmented sixth chords are the Italian type.
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Fiqure f15. Stândchen. (Bars 39-41)

Mdnschen einst ñit

ei¡st újt de¡ La - ter - nn,

¡aI und fer- ¡e Mensc[en ei.nstrja ]leneche¡ e¡¡lrnit

suc¡t ei¡ \l'ei-e€r nah und fer - Meneche¡ei¡stmit der La - ter- ¡er

sucht' ein MenscLe¡ einst mit de¡ La - ler - np.

Chords like the augmented sixth are used to facilitate the

harmonic movements which are so vivid in Schubertrs music.

Very often the chord movement is by thirds. Às we saw in

Figure *16, Schubert moves from the roldr tonic chord into

an augmented sixth chord. This sets up the semitone below

ås the dominant, and prepares for the movement to the fnewl

tonic which is the third of the t I old' key. The result is

that he has moved the tonic up a minor third.

That Schubert chose to develop the part-songs mainly

with harmonic color rather than contrapuntal texture has

resulted in criticism. Brown (1978) says that rrthey have
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elements of grossness instead of grace, and conjure up the

fuI1-throated roar of a German beer-ce1lar rather that the

exguisite fantasies of Gothic chapel or Venetian salonI

1p.62). t¡Ihen one l istens to Stãndchen and many other

part-songs the criticism see¡ns much to harsh. There are

many occasions, (the final [1ong] cadence of Gebet for

example) in which the harmonic color is breathtaking and,

coupled with Schubertrs melodic aenius, are second-to-none

for musical expression and beauty.

Helodic Characteristics

Schubertfs melodies are certainly one of his greatest

contributions to music and have been a strong factor in

placing him amoung the great composers. The importance of

melody is also seen in the part-songs. Heider ( l-981 ) says

that rrmelody is the richest source of musical interest in

Schubertrs quartets, melody evoked by the poetry it

transcends and transfigurestt (p.9). ÀIthough the genre,

with the characteristic homophonic voices and colorful

harmonic movementsr [ãy have placed some limitations on the

fu11 release of his melodic genius, there are many

qualities of Schubert's melodic writing which are seen in

the part-songs.

Schubert uses a number of melodicrtoolsr. He is well

known for outlining triads in melodies. We see this in

Fùein und Liebe (t{ine and Love ) where the f irst phrase

outlines the D major triad, the second the A major triad,
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and then repeats the D

Fiqure #L7.

major triad again (Figure *17).

Wein und Liebe. (Bars 1-5)

Lieb-chen und de¡ Saft der Re-bon thci - len mei - nen Herzens Glut, und be-ee - li-genmeilr

Lir.b-chenund de¡ Saft de¡ Re-ben thei - I"n mei - nts und be-se - li-gen mein

He also uses stepwise (sca1e-like) figures. These are

still closely related to a triad since these notes are

often accented and used commonly. The triad becomes the

'skeletonr on which the scale-like melody is buiIt.

Fiqure *18. Das Leben. ( lst Soprano Bars 1--4 )

Ruhig.

man mórkt.manfühlt

Glut,

-ben

schuell wie \1'ol- ken ziehn,

Ànother feature that

repeated notes. Note the

d.ie-serTraum

Schubert employs is the use

vocal lines in Figure *19.

ist ein Traum,

1
r bb

Lebhuft.

of
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Fiqure #19. Gesang der Geister ûber den f,Iassern. ( Bars 9-

1s )

Instrumental Parts are not included

The fioritura ( 1itera1ly 'Iittle flowerr and is simply

a short melodic flourish) is often used at the same time.

Tn Der GondeJfahrer (The Gondolier - Figure *2O1, Schubert

has the repeated notes rblossomt into the fioritura. This

is anticipated in the accompaniment (Bar 2).

f)r:s .\I,'nsr;lrt'n Scale
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Fiqure #20. Der GondeLfaà¡er. (The Gondelier, Bars 1-I0)

TeÁore I-

Tenora II.

Basso L

Basso II.

Pi¿uoforte.

r€¡Uo¡du den oücùt'- - gr¡füi.t.r

Es ¿¿nzênMordu¡dSte!¡e ¿. ã fl ûctt'grlt ceist€¡r.ih'!, ó3 tanz€r¡IIo¡du¡dSteln. dcn

on occasion schubert

In figure 1421 he täkes a

]ater - but doubled in

included ) .

use devices such as augmentation.

phräse and repeats it a few bars

Iength ( instrurnental parts not
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Fiqure #21. Nachtgesang im t{al-de.

Forest, Bars 150-152; 157-151)

r5ð

(Nightsong in the

¡ 5tJ
PPP

', 
dic Nacht isú im lÃ¡al-de da-heim !r'

,,d,ie Nacht ist im'Wal-de cla-Ìrcim!',

opp

-,, sie ist lm \4ât¿t ila

Schubert also makes

of the appogiatura are

choraL and soLo parts.

use of appoggiaturas.

seen in Figure *22,

Àn example

both in the
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Ficrure S22. Stãndchen. (Voca1 Parts Bars 58-60)

Standchen bar 25,
l-tlffire- /ìËwl

Schlum - mer zu Reichen wä¡' demScb.lummer zu

cleicherL a - ber was i¡ al le¡ Reichen wär' demSchlrrmer zu

Other nonharmonic tones are used including the echappee,

the passing tone and neighbouring tones. The use of

suspensions is limited since the text is generally treated

syllabically and the voices move together. t{hen they are

used, it is often in connection with a cadence.

Plucker ( 1969 ) points another feature when he notes

that therrmelodies, whether stepwise, triadic, or skipping,

are nearly alI diatonic. Àccidentals may appear from time

to time in the melodic Iines, but they are nearly always

the result of a modulation to a different key with no

change in key signaturett (p.17). He goes on to say that
rrsince these modulations are often of a fleeting and

transitory nature, one may say that the melodies are

diatonic in relation to a number of transient keys. A good

example of this is in Sehnsuchttt (Figure #231 . A

suspension can also be seen in bar seven.

/ñlHl+ /
t'æqâtrll+l
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Teuoro I.

Teqoro II.

Basgo I.

Basgo lL

Basso III.

Flqure 23. Sehnsucht. (Bars 1-16)

Lnngsum.

liur v'rdie SphatuchtLen¡t tei!!, Et ich lei - de! AI-lei¡und¡b - ge-trenntrcall-ler Freu - de,

Nur rer die Sehnsucht Len¡t,reis¡, lui - do! Allei¡o¡d¡b - ge-lrenntvonrl-Ier Freo-de,

líu rerdie Seh¡sucht Lemt.reis¡, ns ich lei - de! uudrb-ge - t

reli ich ¡nb Firmr - aech je- -mt Achlrle¡mieh lirbtundlennt, ist in der \1?i-te, ¡ch!dcrmich

srll ich rrl¡ Firm¡ - Eent ûrcà Sei- te. de¡ irt in der }I'ei-te, rchldermich

arll ich ¡n'g Fi¡mr- nrch je- -ner der ist in der ll'ei-te'

The melody is most often heard in the highest voice.

The fact the upper voice, particularly the tenor in the

menrs part-songs, has the melodic interest while the other

voices have little has been a point of criticism of the

part-songs. Naturgenuss (FuIl Enjoyment ) and Ðer

GondeLfahrer give us an examples of this partiality. Note

how the bass in Figure #24 is given a repetitious rum-pahl

and the baritone a monotonous line v¡hich is for harmonic

purpose only.
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Fiqure #24. Der GondeLfahrer. (Bars 22-251

lau - flücht'- - gen Gei-ster-

zenMondud flùcht' - - grn Gei-ster -

Occasionally the lower voices get more independence.

This is more conmon in the mixed part-songs. The bass gets

a solo part in the beginning bars of Des Tages î{eihe. tùhen

the other voices join, the melodic interest returns to the

top voice.

The bass is more independent in other mixed part-songs

as weII. The soprano seldom gets the featured spot that

the first tenor did in the menrs part-songs. Generally,

with both the mixed and womenrs part-songs, the volces

receive more equal treatment. The melody remains in the

top voice but the other voices do not get the repetition

that the basses and baritones encounter in many of the

men I s part-songs.

I{hatever meLodic devices Schubert chooses, or in which

rao:enMondu¡dSre¡-ne de¡ flùcht'-g?B Gelsterrei.h'n.es tu-renMo¡du¡dS¡er-ue den flùcht:g'en Gelsrer¡eih¡.den
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volce it fs presented, he elevates the melody to a place of

htgh lmportance. It Is stlll subservlent, though, to

muslcal expresslon - expression whlch stems from the text

and the neanlng that Schubert wants to portray. This is a

factor that made both hls solo and part-songs unique from

composers who came before and after hlrn.

Tessitura and Ranqe

In this section pitches will be characterized by the

names given in Figure #25.

Fiqure f25. Pitches.

will be C, C#, Ð, etc
-s- +:5 ìt

will be c, c#, d, etc.

will be cl, c*r, dl, etc.

will be c2, c#2, d2, etc.

n €*g :
1-- wi 11 be c8 , cli8, d8 , etc._7F-
-.*a1-,|___

(The tenor pitches are given as they are wrltten in

the music. Since Schubert wrote them in the treble

clef, they are referred to in this way. In actuality,

lf lt is said that they are singing an à2, they are

really singing that note an octave Lower ).
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The menrs part-songs vary in the demand that bhey

place on the singers. In general, those part-songs which

were conceived for group singing - convivial and non-

concert part-songs are less demanding in both range and

tessitura. The contrast in these styles is seen in a

comparison of a concert part-song like Sehnsucht and a

I ighter, easier one Iike Trinklied (Freunde sammeltl,

(Drinking Song). Both are sixty-three bars long, although

Freunde sammeLt has two verses. Sehnsucht places a much

greater demand on the singers, however. Particularly on

the first tenor. It calls for twenty-seven (27) g2rs,

seventeen g#2 rs, and ten a2 rs. In Freunde sammeLt the

firsÈ tenor is only required to sing g8 and that only four

times. The bass(es) in Sehnsucht are called upon to
venture down to E fourteen (14) times but in Freunde

sammelf the basses sing F once. (ft should be pointed out

that Schubert does not call on the basses to sing below F

very often). This contrast in the difficulty level of

these part-songs is enhanced by the fact that Freunde

sammeLt is marked AlIegro, while Sehnsucht, although in
cut-time, is to be sunçJ Langsam. There are menrs part-
songs which have demands greater or less than these, but

they illustrate the two ends of the spectrum -the
convivial,/easier part-songs and the concert ones.

One of the most notable characteristics of the ments

part-songs has been the high tessitura of the first tenor.
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Sehnsucht, as has been pointed out, called for the tenor to

sing a range of b8 to a2, but the repeated use of the upper

notes of this range creates a very high tessitura. This

problem (or challenge) has been recognized for a long time.

Even while Schubert was fiving, Ferdinand tlalcher complains

in ä letter about the rrmus ic by Schubert f or a pr incipal

and damnably high tenor'r (Deutsch, L946¡ p. 595). The

reality of the high tessitura, particularly for the first

tenor, remains as a challenge to performing the menrs part-

songs today

Plucker (1969) notes that Schubert tends to use the

open position of chords, where Mendelssohn and Schumann use

the closed position more commonly. Às a result of this

preference for open position chords, the tessitura and

range of the outer parts is extended - particularly the

first tenor who must sing higher.

The mixed part-songs reflect the same tendency as the

menrs part-songs - that of the concert part-songs demanding

more from the singers than those which seem to be intended

for group/participation use. The difference between these,

though, is not as pronounced as with the menrs part-songs.

Nor are the demands placed on the voices as great as the

ments part-songs. This is particularly true with the

sopranos who have the ttop' voice in the mixed part-songs

and who do not have the tessitura demands that the first

tenors have in the menrs part-songs. Das Tages F{eihe, for
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example, has the soprano sing a range from f@ to ¿2 with
the tessitura mainly centering around ¿2. Lebenslust, a

livery, dance-like part-sonçI, carls for the soprano to sing
from f*8 to â2, with only four g2ts and two a2fs. The

other parts are placed in comfortable ranges and

tessituras. Mirjam,s siegesgesang is undoubtably the most

challenging part-song for mixed voices, both in rength and

vocal demands. It demands more of the voices
particularly the soprano soloist.

The womenrs part-songs, like the mixed, are generalry
quite fair with regard to tessitura and range. on a few

occasions, schubert places a challenge on the first
sopranos. The last section of Gott in der Natur has

numerous 92ts and a2rs near the end of Èhe song. The other
voices are given tessituras and ranges which are not
extremery difficult. rn the eromenfs chorus version of
standchen, the second altos push the lirntts of their lower

register with a number of notes inctuding Bb, a, gt and

even an optional f.
one fact which has direct impact on this discussion is

that the instruments of schubertrs day were tuned at reast
a semitone lower than the instruments of today. some

estimates suggest that the difference may be more like a

tone or even a minor third. This would certainly relieve
the voices in the upper registers and may account for the
rbasementr of the menfs voices being E or F. This would
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sound at Eb and E in our present tuning practices.
Depending on their tuning, this could be even rower.

The most unusuar characteristic of the part-songs by
schubert, then, is his high tessitura for the first tenors.
other than this fact, Èhe range and tessitura is generarly
within normal choral boundaries.

Form

The forms which schubert chose for the part-songs are
quite simple for the most part, and mainly consist of one-
part, binary, and ternary.

Hany of the part-songs are one-part. Green (1966)

writes that the one-part form has rfno divisive aspect in
design either through strongly conclusive cadences or
striking contraststf 1p.91). One-part refers to tonal
completeness and self contained. Der Tanz ox Das Leben axe

examples of one-part form.

schubert made use of different binary forms, arso.
Binary forms are generally characterized by two contrasting
sections (À and B), and were sometimes accompanied by a

change in key from the beginning to the end ( incomprete ) .

The B section, although contrasting, is often drawn from
musical ideas which are presented ln the A section.
Lebenlust is an exampre of a continuous binary part-song.
rtrs characteristics include two distinct sections (which

refer to the melodic and harmonic contrast) but which are
not separated by a full cadence. This form is represented
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as AB. Rounded continuous brnary is represented as AB//A

with the B material not being strongly contrasted with the

A, material. (The u//n represents a non-cadential movement

to recurring material). This is seen in part-songs such as

Ruhe, Schönstes GLück der Erde. Part-songs such as this
are characterized by a lack of cadences and closely
resemble the one-part form. Der Tanz is represented as A-B

and is referred to as simple sectional binary. This has a

rather strong cadential point midway in the piece and thus

is sectional rather than continuous. (The cadence is

represented by rr-rr ).

The ternary part-songs are defined as such because of

the strong contrast between the À and B sections and the

recurrence of the A material. Sehnsucht is continuous

ternary and ls represented by AB//A. Some part-songs are

sectional ternary and have cadences between the sections.

We note this in Begrabnissiied or Der 23 Psalm. This

iLLustrates the cadences between sections, the recurrence

of the opening material, and the contrast of the B section.
These are represented by .å,-B-.å,.

Other part-songs represent other binary and ternary

forms. Few, however, move beyond these forms. One of the

exceptions is the first setting of Gesang der Geister úber

den l{assern- It seems to be best represented as À-B-C-D-A,

or sectional five-part, and therefore has four contrasting

sections and the repetition of the opening material, each
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separated by cadences.

The terms strophic, modified strophic, and through-

composed are also used to describe the forms of the part-
songs. These refer to the text and a description of the

music from a textual perspective. The strophic part-songs

are simply those which repeat the music for the number of

verses necessary. The strophic part-songs (of which there

are 14) are primarily one-part. fnstead of developing the

music through contrast, schubert deemed the use of verses

sufficient for these settings. rt is interesting to note

that the strophic part-songs are almost all easy and can be

associated with the participatory group. Modified strophic
refers to some repetition, but not exact verse by verse.

This is more associated with rounded continuous binary and

ternary forms. Through-composed part-songs have new

musical ideas unfoldlng throughout the entire part-song.

Repetition does not occur. This is suggested in the two

part forms such as sectional binary as well as in some

part-songs in the one-part form.

Some observations can be drawn from a study of the

part-song forms. First, the use of simple forms

corroborates the idea that the scope of the genre was seen

as a limited one. Schubert, like no one else, pushed the

boundaries of the part-song to the greatest extent at

least as far as form was concerned, yet it stilI was a

rather short, complete form. Second, he often used the
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This

highlights, as welJ., the fact that the pieces were meant to
be complete and not part of a group of songs ¡ et movements

of a larger work. They stand alone. Third¡ no trends were

noticed when comparing the menrs, womenrs, and mixed part-
songs as far as form is concerned. rt would seem that the

text was the main determining factor and that factor was

part of the whore musical idea or expression that schubert

intended to make. If , f.or example, it vras appropriate to
repeat the beginning (À) material then he would repeat it.
If not, then he would not repeat it.
decide.

Rhrthm

Expression wouLd

There are a few points which should be highlighted in
regard to rhythm. Included under the heading of rhythm

(used in a general sense) is meter, tempo, and rhythmic

f igures .

Heter and Temoo

Firstr ãs with tessitura, rançle o and form, Schubert

chose meters and templ which reflected the style and

purpose of the part-songs. Very generally, it could be

said that the concert part-songs were slower than those

which were more convivial,/participatory. He chose a

variety of tempi and pushed the limits, both slow and fast.
One factor which directly lnfluenced the tempo eras, of

course, the harmonic movements. Shou1d there be numerous,
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frequent chord changes (a fast harmonic rhythm) the tempo

would tend to be slow. rf the changes were infrequent (a

slow harmonic rhythm), the tempo would tend to move more

quick ly.

Dancing was of great importance to the Viennese of the

time and occupied a place in every community and social
event. The influence and importance of dancÍng is evident

in some of the part-songs. Schubert, himself, wrote 452

dances for the piano - a fact which crearly illustrates his
interest in dance. Brown (1970) notes Schubertts use of
fremphatic meters in 2/e or 6/8n. He continues and

complains thatrfthe regular fall of the stresses in such

meters, though invaluable in maintaining the chording of

the voices, can often be monotonous or trivialtf 1p.62).

tùhether one views them as monotonous or trivial, dance made

a strong impact on the pulse and meter chosen for these

part-songs. Of aI1 the part-songs, Der Tanz would probably

exemplify this the best since it both characterizes these

rhythms and refers to dancing in the text.
Rhvthmic Patterns

Schubert often uses recurring rhythmic devices to
provide a backdrop for the melody. He uses a flgure,
usually as a representation of a metaphor, and commonly

continues it through an entire part-songs. This is
discussed later and it is sufficient to mention stãndchen

which has ninety (90) bars of non-stop slxteenth pattern
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from the piano (Figure

Fiqure *26.

#26) .

Ständchen (Bars ZS-27)

such rhythmic figures, which occur in both the voices and

accompaniment and in unaccompanied and accompanied part-
songs, become a cohesive element in the music.

schubert seemed to have a specific tempo ln mind for
each part-song. rt arso appears the he intended the tempo

which was chosen to be consistent throughout the selection.
This is confirmed by Newman (1925) when he says that for
schubertrs instrumental music, the accompaniment flgures
are to be steady in tempo (p.539). He also refers to
schubert using the Baroque idea of sectlons being in
different tempir ân idea which can be seen in some of the
part-songs.

schubert uses musicar metaphors to develop many of the
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part-songs. We see this in Gesang der Ûeister ûber den

F{assern with ltrs rgrave¡ tempo suggesting the still
waters. We feel the excitement in Der Tanz as the piano

sets the mood for dancing (Figure #8 ) . We sense the awe

and power of the Àlmighty in Gott in Der Natur (Figure

#30 ) .

Schubert wanted to develop part-songs in which the

music clearly depicts the words and their meaning. This

was a supreme goal for him - even at the risk of sounding
rrmonotonous and trivialrr.

Text

Before we begin a closer look at the texts which

Schubert used, it is important that some mention is made of

the status and development of song - both solo and choral

up to and including Schubert. Gal (1974) says that the

song had not been seen as an important genre up to

Schubertrs time:

The songs of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven offer enough
material for examining the nature and the Iimitations
of the genre at the highest level attained at that
time. One thing has to be stated at once: for none
of these three great masters was the song more than an
occasionally cultivated trifle, though Beethoven did
at times give it more serious attention....For Mozart
and Haydn the song was a small form, belonging in the
same category as the arietta in an opera, and it did
not occur to either of them to pay more attention to
the words than in the ca6e of an operatic aria, where,
even if the text was determined by the dramatic
situation, the words themselves were treated more or
less as ragr material and not as the very centre of the
artistic problemrt 1p. 60 ) .

ÀIthough Beethoven vras a great admirer of Goethe and
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set a number of Goethefs poems includlng Nur wer die
sehnsucht kennt ( set four times by Beethoven), GaI (1974)

says he never touched the surface of their emotional

content. rrThat a young beginner should f ind what he, the

giants of all giants, had sought in vain, gives us an idea

of schubertrs im¡nense achievement, but it also shows what

specific facurties were required to solve such a specific
problemt' ( p. 60 ) .

t{e see, then, that up to this point the song had not

been a center of attention. schubert vras the first to
focus attention on the genre particularly German song

and place importance on the text in the composition of the

music. He was under pressure from his tutor Salieri and by

the success of Rossinits operas to write in ltalian.
Schubert did not submit to the pressure, however, and

continued to write in his native German tongue. Almost aII
of the part-song texts are German with only two lta1ian,
one in Hebrew, and one Latln. Most people would agree that
Schubertrs efforts in this gente vrere the finest. His

expression of text in the music is a very important aspect

of that success.

The texts which Schubert used for the part-songs were

written by men of varying talents and assoclation to
Schubert. No one author is used to a great extent,
although the bulk of the part-songs vrere written by a small

group. The most famous author which Schubert used for
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part-songs, Johann hlolfgang von Goethe, had his texts used

for four of schubertts part-songs of which one, Gesang der

Geister ûber den F{assern, Þras set f our times. ( It is
interesting to note the Goethe, the author of Gretchen and

spinnrade and ErJkönig - two of schubertrs greatest solo
settings was the author of two of schubertrs greatest
part-songs, Gesang der Geister úþer den Nassern and

sehnsucht. The corroboration of two geniuses has resulted
in great art). Franz Grillparzer, a well known Àustrian
dramatist, was a friend of schubert and contributed texts
for two noted part-songs, stãndchen (set for alto soro and

mare chorus as well as arto solo and female chorus ) and

Miriams siegesgesang. À number of less known wriÈers were

used. These included swiss poet saris-seewis, Hatthisson,
and seidl, who all had texts used for solo songs, and yet
excluded writers such as Heine and Mülrer whors material
was used for many solo settings. present in the rlst of
authors of part-song texts are schubertrs friends schober,

Mayrhofer, Hüttenbrenner, schiller, and even schubert
himself .

schubert wrote many of the part-songs in very rittle
time. The fact that a friend courd present a poem to
schubert and then have him complete the song in a matter of
hours may be partry due to the fact that schubert wrote

many of the part-songs with specific themes in mind. F'or

example, many of the part-songs deal with the theme of
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nature. Die Nacht (The Night) and Liebe (Love) relate the

still murmur of streams at night. Die NachtigaTT depicts

the nightingale. Àgain Schubert wishes to make musical

metaphors by making melodic leaps in the first tenor line

representative of the nightingale singing (Figure #27),

(Other parts and piano not illustrated.)

Fiqure #27. Die NachtigaLL (Tenor L, Bars 1-8)

Teno¡e I.

Be-scÌ¡eirlcnver-borgen im busrhiclten Gang e! - Philo - me- le den

Love and affection is the theme for other part-songs such

Der Tanz, Der Entfernten, and Ðie EinsiedeLei. Der Tanz,

for example, was written as a celebration of life.

Schubert also wrote a number of drinking songs which

were both popular and conìmon in the early eighteenth

century. These rrTrinkliedrr varied from the unaccompanied

Edit Nonna, Edit CLerus, a XVI century Latin drinking song,

to the accompanied TrinkLied: Freunde sammeLt Euch im

Kzeise of which Rosenthal and Loft say rfis a plain and

hearty little ditty of the type that was so popular in the

tiedertafelrr (p.2291. These songs were representative of

the convivial atmosphere of the Liedertafel. They were

well suited to the tavern since most were short, slmplet

and with limited vocal range to aIlow everyone to

participate. (Since all the drinking songs Schubert wrote

Allegrr:tto.
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were for menrs voices, it suggests that men were the most
conmon customer at these taverns, or that the women present
declined from singing. *errr assume the formern rather
than the later, to be true. This seems to be corroborated
by accounts and paintings. Note Sketch I0.)

rn what seems to be a contradiction to our definition
of part-songs - that of being secular choral works
schubert wrote a number of sacred part-songs. The answer
to this contradiction ries in the purpose or intent of the
songs and not in the text. schubert did not write thg
sacred part-songs for titurgical use but rather for musical
expression only. The sacred text is used as a vehicle for
that musicar expression and not às the purpose for the
part-song. schubert used a number of these texts. rt is
interesting to note that he wrote onry two for menrs
voices, two for womenrs voices, and nine for mixed voices.
Since he wrote many more part_songs for menrs voices, the
fact that he wrote only two with sacred texts presents a
question of rwhy?f. possibly schubert fert that the texts
would not be accepted or suitabLe to the men since much of
their singing, which used onry men, was done in taverns or
cafes.

since schubert seems to have been attracted to
particular themes in poetry, his reaction was often
immediate and spontaneous. t{hen we realize that schubert
r¡ras concerned with personal musicar expression, it makes it
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easier to understand why sometimes he was so quick in his

decisions regarding whether or not to use some poems. It

is uncertain as to how often Schubert had control over the

texts that he used. Í{hat is known is the way in which

Schubert made the music reflect or express the text. He

accomplished this with the voices and, when he used it, the

accompaniment. (This will be looked at in a later section).

Vocal1y, Schubert used a variety of devices to enhance the

text. General mood was established by dynamics - note the

pianissimo used for the voices in Gesang der Geister ûber

den l{assern which hints at the mist like Spirits over the

water; and texture this extends from unison (Gesang der

frber den $Iassern) to the full slow moving chords of Der 23

PsaLm which hint at the stability of Godrs protection.

More specific examples of his concern with expressing

the text are found in sections such as the fugato section

of Gott im Ungewitter (God in the Storm) suggesting Èhe

Lordts wrath. or with word enhancement with such words as

rPeint (pain) in Ruhe, Schõnstes GLúck der Erde. Here a

two octave span unison is preceded by an upward chromatic

line to enhance the word. Schubert makes full use of the

contrast between unison and full chords in Nur wer die

Sehnsucht kennt, where the unison is set between chordal

sections to give intensity to the words. One of the most

interesting examples where the text is reflected in the

music is seem in Wehmuth (Sorrow). In this unaccompanied
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TTBB part-song Schubert has the baritone (Basso I )

depicting the clock chiming with half notes repeating

fifty-two (52) times. It becomes a pedalpoint which the

other parts skilfully move aroundr âs well as a musical

representation of Das Abendglocke. This illustrates once

again how much Schubert drew from the text while setting
the music.

Most of Schubertrs part-song writing sets the text
syl lab ical 1y. When he used neumatic lines, it was

generally for only a few reasons. They are used as a

melodic figure in part-songs like Der GondeJfahrer or as

grace notes such as in Stãndchen. Schubert also used

neumatic lines for short fioriture such as in Der

GondeLfahrer. He occasionally used this device when moving

to a cadence.

Schubert also sets melodic and rhythmic figures

melismatically (three or more notes to a syllable) as we

see in the second section ot. Gesang der Geister über den

Flassern (Figure fi28 ) . This is the rbusiestr section in all

of the part songs.
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84

rlber den hlassern. (Bars 86-Gesang der Geister

89)

sct schÄumt er un-mu - thig, stu - - fen-r'ei - sczum Âb
:

-Ìe¡ - ser shäurnt èr - fcn-stu' - ccl -

ú:
so znm

fen -wei f- schäumt eL un-ñü thigund stu

l- schäumt ei- uu-ñiñ ig und fcn-çci - sc_ztl¡D

It is interesting to note, before we leave this

section, that although Schubert was busy vrriting solo

settings at the same time he was writing part-songs, few

texts are done for both idioms. Exceptions include Det

Entfernten and Die EinsiedeLei which aze set as solo and

part-song.

l0 (3t)
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Þlhatever means schubert chose, his intent was always

present: to express the text in the music. To do this
within a rather confining styre rike the part-song was a

challenge that he met far better than anyone else.
Accompaniment

Many of the part-songs Schubert wrote did not have an

accompänying instrument. Those that did, used either a

smal1 instrumental ensemble, guitar, with the great

majority of accompanied part-songs using piano. (Àctua1ly,

schubert used the pianoforte. rt had a more delicate,
subtre sound than the present day piano since it was much

smaller than the grand piano of today. This is seen in
sketches or drawings of the time).

The instrumental ensembles used as accompaniment

include a horn quartet (which matches a menrs quartet in
Nachtgesang im Wajde), a lower strings ensemble (two

violas, two cells and double bass) for his fourth setting
of Gesang der Geister ûber den wassern, and a wind ensemble

in Hymne. schubert returned to add the accompaniment to
Gesang der Geister, Hymne, and other part-songs, a fact
which Prucker ( 1969 ) suggests rrseems to indicate that he

thought of the menrs part-songs as a significant art-form,
not just something pleasant to be set down in a hurry for
the local ments singing and drinking societytt 1p.1.2).

The accompanying instruments that Schubert chose give

an indication of the purpose he had in mind for
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performance. unaccompanied part-sonçls courd, of course, be

sung anywhere. The predominant use of the piano suggests

that 'these pieces were composed as rdomestic musicr, to be

performed informallyrt (Heider. 1990. p.10). The use of the
guitar' which is transcribed for some part-songs, would

aI1ow the singers to go out-of-doors should they choose.

Deutsch (1958) mentions that schubert set the terzetto zur
Namensfeier meines vaters with guitar accompaniment and

may have played it while his brothers sang. In other part-
songs with guitar accompaniment, the part seems to have

been added by publishers, and is always optional. Gal

(L974) also mentions that schubert may have had access to
a úüienerwald piano, which is not much bigger than an

accordion, and could be carried on a shoulder-strap.
Knowing schubertts love of nature, this may have been a

pleasing possibility to him.

schubert uses the accompaniment for some specific
reasons. The accompaniment provides the harmonic rbaset

for the voices. t{ith some of the harmonic shifts which had

to be manoeuvred, the hetp of an accompaniment wourd be

wercome. some of the most difficurt pieces harmonically do

not have accompaniment"

The piano also provides rhythmic animation. frle see

this in Gott im tJngewitter where schubert makes use of the
dotted rhythm throughout the song. rn some part-songs,

large sections or even the entire piece has a repeating
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rhythmic figure in the accompaniment. The short section
from stãndchen in Figure #29 is typical of the whole part-
song.

Fiqure 29. Stãndchen (Bars 25-27)

The accompaniment is often given the responsibiLity of

estabrishing the mood or atmosphere of the piece. rn Der

23 PsaJm the piano sets the mood with a siciliano rhythm

which portrays the quiet" still waters (Figure #30. In

this case he takes one image that of the still water

and sets the entire part-song to it.
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Figure *30. Der 23 Psalm (Bars 1-9)

Sopraao I.

Soprano II.

À¡td I.

Alto II.

6444 !c!-'ê. 4 Ite ln tds

Piaroforte.

Hirt,- ni¡ ni'chts ¡niu 3 cln. ist mei¡

ist mei¡ Hirt, ist ¡aein
>

ist mcin Hirt, mir$ird oichts man - gcln.

ist nrein Hirt. ruir sird nichts ist mein

Other part-songs have an energetic, soloistic accompaniment

- a style is much more co¡nmon in sacred text settings. For

example, the accompaniment in Gott in der Natur (Figure

#31) .

ist oéiGott
P
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Fiqure *31. Gott in der Natur ( Bars L2-L4l

Bli - tze, und Bli - tze, und Bli - sein Gespann.

uhd Bli und BIi -

und BIi - tze, u¡d Bli tze sein Gespann.

Bli - tze, und Bli und BIi und Bli tze se

a.ø ø.

More specifically, Schubert often uses the

accompaniment to express the text - even individual words.

He uses the upper register of the piano to depict twinkling

stars Ln Nachtelle (Night Magic). Gentle, rhythmic chords

depict the gondola moving through the canals at night in

Der Gondelfahrer. The piano thunders in response to the

voices singing about the stormy heavens in Gott in det

Natur.

In Schubertts quest for musical expressivenessr the

accompaniment in solo tied and part-songs takes on a new

significance than had previously been given it. (Note Gal-

L980. p.60). Àlthough this is generally considered a

characteristic of the solo Liedr lt is seen, to some

ñ1.;LJ
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degree, in the part-songs. The piano part becomes more

independentry handled than it had previously. Rosenthar

and Loft (L947 ) say that "this marks a crear trend in the
later chorar oeuvre to rerease the accompanying instruments
from their restrictive doubling of the vocal parts and to
give them free rein in unfolding the mood of the textrl
(p.230). Heider (L990) makes a broad statement when she

says that the piano accompaniment must be considered of
equal importance with the vocal ensembre in the total musÍc

fabric (p.7)- This is certainly true of the soro Lieder,
but not as much of the part-songs since there are many

occasions in which the piano doubres the voices. rt does,
however, add significance Èo the importance of the piano as

v¡e11 as other accompaniment instruments. fn Der
Gondertahrez (Figure #20), schubert gives the piano a short
introductory section which not onry estabrishes key and

tempo, but arso mood. The piano is arrowed to introduce
the melody (that includes a fioritura). Àfter one rhythmic
and merodic pattern is used to establish the initiar mood,

schubert, expresses the moonright on the water - not in the
voices but in tdancingraccompaniment figure (Figure
#32).
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Flgure #32. Der Gondelfahrer (Bars 37-39)

i¡ Mon-dea - st¡rh-Ien De¡ - ¡e - kr ral - Ieu. de¡Sch¡u - þ! .i"Sl

ka¡¡¡t i¡-

l¡¡n¡! i¡ Mo¡ - de¡ - crr¡h-leu au¡ mei-ue Ba¡ - Ie ral-]en'und ler Schn¡ - ke¡ los riest

fn Nachtgesang im FIaJde, Schubert uses four french

horns to suggest the out-of-doors and establish affect and

mood. He accomplishes this by the use of an echo, that of

a descending fifth, first heard in bars L and 2t and echoed

in bars 2 and 3. This would remind the listener of the

echoes that could be heard at different places in the

forest.
tVhen accompaniment is used in the part-songsr it sets

the key, tempo, dynamics and mood of the piece. It is

often used to provide rhythmic drive by the repetition of

a rhythmic figure. Since Schubert composed mainly for

domestic settings, the piano was the most conìmon

accompaniment instrument. The forces never extended to a
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large ensemble.
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Chaoter Five - Perfor[rance Practises and

Educat ional .àool icat ion

This chapter will investigate the performances of

part-songs in their historical setting. Àn attempt will be

made to give attention to performanee practice, give

suggestions for interpreting this information for

performances today, point out other considerations which

may affect performances, and discuss ways in which the

part-songs can be part of an educational process and/or

exper i ence .

Historical settinq and practices

Às has been discussed in Chapter III, the part-songs

became an important part of Viennese life because of some

specific factors. The rise of importance of the middle

class gave them the opportunity to have musical concerts of

their own. These, because of economic reasons, generally

involved smaller forces than the aristocracy could afford.

Ensemble music such as string quartets and part-songs were

cal1ed for to fill this need. The middle class musical

gatheringst ex rHausmusikr, took place in the salons of

these patronst homes. The music $ras often composed and

copies given out among friends who would be attending the

performances. The Schubertiads, which featured Schubertts

music, were part of this phenomenon.

The popularity of the menrs singing societies was also

a great motivation for the outpouring of ments part-songs.
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t¡lhether in town or city song festivars, beer celrars t ot

concert haI1, the sounds of ments choruses were heard

throughout Germany. These f Liedertaf ell or
tMånnergesangvereint used music of a wide variety from

drinking songs to Bach. Schubertts part-songs were a

popular contribution to the movement.

f¡¡ith many of these tperf ormancesr - particutarly the

salons and taverns - the mood was reraxed. No doubt the

mood in homes was somewhat more refined than the taverns,

but it still had the feering of what Brown (1957) calred
Itan I unbuttoned t mood tr ( Record Jacket ) . Some occas i ons

like organized concerts v¡ere more formal. Tickets were

usually sold to these concerts which often featured
professional guest performers.

Some implications arise from this information. First,
in the case of the tavern and home gatherings the emphasis

was, normally, not on perfection but on mood and

expression. Of the concert type part-songs, performances

were generally given by fine musicians but often with
limited rehearsal. Of the mixed part-songs, Heider (L980)

writes that rrthe part-writing is clearly geared to amateur

performancestt (p. 10). Expression was a vital aspect of

these performance and should be an important aspect today.

One must, however, keep in mind that a certain degree of
perfection must be attained to achieve that goal. Second,

with the simpler part-songs, especially the drinking songs,
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participation is the key word. The rehearsal may actually

have been the performance. They were written to be sung by

everyone and not to be performed by a few for the many.

Third, many performances often took place in homes and were

accompanied by a night of eating, chatting, dancing, as

well as listening. The music became part of the entire

evening - part of the entire experience. By the few

sketches that are available, there also seems to be an

element of intimacy with the performers that is unusual

today. (Note Àppendix D - Numbers 6r7r8rl2rand l-3). The

audience was within feet of the performers - to see, to

hear, to sense their music and energy. ülhere opera was a

grand occasion for a large number of performers and a large

audience, the part-songs offered a medium for an intimate

gathering with a much smaller number.

Performance Considerations - Forces

Performances must begin with a consideration of the

forces which are available - including the size and

acoustics of the haIl where the performance is being held,

available instrumentalists, and whether or not the part-

songs are to be sung by soloists or by a full chorus.

Historica1ly, whether it was a salon or tavern, the

halls in which the part-songs were sung were not large - at

least not by our standards. In large rooms where the

acoustics are poor, soloists would likely be less effective

than a chorus because they simply have less volume.
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Since most of the part-songs are unaccompanied or use

only piano accompaniment, they are ideal for groups which

do not have access to orchestras or instrumental groups.

This is clearly the case with Schubert and the middle class

of his time. Since their finances could not support large

groups, the use of unaccompanied or piano accompanied part-

songs was ideal for their purposes. Mirjams Siegesgesang

is a glaring example of a part-song (cantata) which uses

piano accompaniment but seems to be more suited to being

accompanied by a wind or string ensemble. The forces (and

finances) were probably not available at the time and so

the pianoforte was used. This, however, makes them

accessible for groups today who have similar limitations.
It is uncertain whether the part-songs should be sung

by soloists or a chorus. The programs and concert notices

of the performances of Schubertrs time seem to indicate

that they vrere almost always =,rng by soloists. No painting

or sketch shows a chorus singing part-songs. The songs for
the tavern (rTrinkliedt), however, would be sung by alI
who v¡ere present a hundred strong on occasions. The

matter is further complicated by the fact that some of the

part-songs have sections which are written for solo quartet

and sections which call for chorus (Der 92 Psalm or

NachtheJJe, f.or, example see Figure #33 ) .
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Fiqure #33 . Der 92 psaJm ( Bars l.-19 )

Ànd:rrrtc.
SoIo

-

Soprano.

AIto.

Tenore.

Birsso.

Tutti

tô* Ihô-

tôu' l'hri-dòs la - "dô u - I'sam-me¡ I'- schi-mc- cho el _ jòn

-i- Solo

--------f-ç+'
"dtì- noj u- ldam-mer I'- schi-u'- cho cI - jòn-- 

,lolìo"S-Fiù 
tr¿b-Ëil [üE

' . - - - .-i a . - i-------a_rdrì-noj u-lsanmer l'-schi-m,_cho el _ júì=__ Ihaç-sid b;b_bó _ _ ker

tòu' ihò-dòs lr -ndrl - noi
r Soìo

ir - l'sam-me¡ l,'- schi-ñ.-dho âl - iòÂ

tòw fhô-dós la - ''dò u - l sam-mer l"- schi-mc- cho el - jòì-- tòc' I'hò-dos la

td¡w lhô-dôs la - "
l'Solo <

u - I'sam-mer I'- schi-n.- cho eI - idn _ tòu' I'hò-dos Ia
Tutti

chas-de cho FE

cbas - de cho re-

"dô-noj u-l'sam-mc¡ l'- schi-m''- cho ól - jòn I hag-gid bab-bò chas - de cho wc

"dò-noj u- lsarumer l': schi- m'- cho el - jôn ffis-g'.ibfló ---- kç chas - de cho

-
t utr!

u¡u-no-s'cho lòs -bò - kb¡ chas-dc : cho

mu-no-s'cho los Lhar-gid bab-bò - kcr chrs - dc-:-:-- cho<-
'¡nu-no-s'cho lòs lhrq-gid brb-bò - kcr chas- dc cho

Tutti

Ils I'hag-gid bhb-bô - ker chas- de chu

lòs

4-
lör, q¡ 

't-

wa '-

0-soÌ u'¡ Ì
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The nature of some of the part-songs such äs Der Tanz lend

themselves to participation by more than a few selected

soloists. Some of the part-songs, though, considering

their difficulty and individuality of parts, seem to be

written for soloists (Figure #34).

Fiqure #34 . fm Gegenwãrtigen Vergangenes (Bars 25-31 )

eÂ - - dungmit Ge-nics-sern zu s¿ [fit die - sem Lieil und-

Gc-nies-sern zu ge - nics - llit die - ser \I'en- -dirng siad vir

en - -dungmit Ge-niee.sern zu - æn. Unil mit dic - scm Lied u¡d Wen - - dnnc si¡d srr

sinrlwi¡ vie - der bci Ha- - fi - scn, dcnnes zibmt \bll-en - dung mit zu F€-

b€i Ha
+

wio - der bei Ha

ile¡rn es ziemt \bll - - dung mit Ge-nies - se_rn 2u- ge-

- sen.den¡es ziemtdes Tacs \bu_ - ilung Ge- ¡ies - se¡nzu
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A number of writers have commented on this dilemma.

Berke (1973) seems to suggest that singing the part-songs

with a large chorus is an acceptable revilr. He writes:
fn the light of their origin they should not be
treated as male-voice choruses. The part-song for
solo voices was a much more typically Àustrian art-
form...Today, these part-songs form a substantial
ingredient of the male-voice choir repertory; and soit should remain, even though chorar performance doesnot always match the original intention (preface).

Einstein (1951) alludes to the tsoror character of
part-songs such songs as Geist der Liebe and says rrtheir

incÌusions in the collected Edition under the heading of
fMale-chorusesr could not possiÞry be more misleading.

t{ith this tsolot character, however, there goes hand in
hand a convivial spirit, which is emphasized by the
(apocryphal) addition of a guitar accompaniment ad ribitum"
(p.175). Àlthough there seems to be little historical
support for the idea, Heider (1980) says the part-songs

such as Begrâbnissl.ied and osterLied were probably

conceived as chorar works and do not suffer by being

performed by using only one voice on a part 1p.10).

Badura-skoda (1982) strikes a compromise between the

idea that the part-songs should be used for soloists and

the opposing idea that they shourd be used for choruses.

She states that

many part-songs are not necessarily to be performed by
solo voices but are suitable for chorus. Nevertheless,
some of them seem too subtle and too difficult to be
performed by large choirs. The question of whether or
not a part-song will lend itself to choral
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performance' then, is perhaps less one of the size ofthe halr than of the professionar standards andexperience of conductor and singers and the number ofrehearsals at their disposal" (p.90).

since there is no historical evidence to confirm that
many of the part-songs were meant to be sung by either
soloists or choruses, the individuar part-song and the
resources which are available today may have to be the
factors which determine whether or not a particurar part-
song is sung by sol0ists or a chorus. rn general, most are
suitabre for both mediums. Another consideration is the
difficulty of the part-song itself. The part writing is
very accessible in some and very charlenging in others.
The character of the part-song may lend itself to soloists
more than a large chorust ox vice versa. This leaves the
conductor with the choice of what is within the interest
and capability of his chorus and, as always, performing the
music in a mannel which does it justice.
Performance Considerations - A,ccomoaniment

rn the accompanied part-songs, the piano was the main

accompaniment. The piano t or more accurately, the
pianoforte, of schubertts time had a tone quite different
from the modern piano. rtrs sound gras a much more dericate
ald quieter than the present day instrument. This wourd

suggest that the accompanist, using todayrs instrument,
should play with extra attention to the loudness and

texture of the piano sound especially when accompanying

a quartet. we note that when schubert chose to use other
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instruments, a wind or string ensemble for example, he used

a small number of instruments. This would correlate with

the fact that the setting in which they were performed had

limited space, the groups that sang the part-songs were

small in number, and that Schubert wàs concerned about the

balance between the accompaniment and the voices. This

should likewise concern the performer of part-songs today.

Too much sound would destroy the balance. Too little sound

from either or the two would do the same. This may be the

case with the guitar. .ã,lthough the guitar was seldom used

as an accompanying instrument for the original performances

of the part-songs, it could serve as a reasonable

accompaniment - particularly for those part-songs which are

more pastoral in nature and which use a smaller group.

t^tith the accompanimentr ërs with every area of the

part-songs, the expression and character of the part-song

must be preserved and portrayed. Although there is

latitude with regard to expression, historical and musical

guidelines should be considered for effective part-song

performances today.

Performance Considerations - Ensemble Qualities

Ànother important area needs to be raised with respect

to part-song performance. It is ensemble. In his

discussion on the part-songs, Brown (1978) mentions that

Schubert made some progress in rnaking the vocal quartet

similar to the string quartet in which, after the influence
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of Haydn and Mozart, each part was equal in importance (p.

64 ) . Àlthough the vocal quartet never reached that state,
there is something to be said, never-the-1ess, regarding

the performance of a guartet or quintet by vocal soloists.
The intimacy and subtle nature of soloists singing a part-
song may offer a performance which a large chorus could not

approach. For some of the part-songs, this is a dynamic

worth considering. The Schubertians of the University of

Southern California have developed a unique style of

performing part-songs - one which makes much of this

ensemble dynamic. The menfs group which has had from

twelve (LZ) to fifteen (15) members in two rows, the first
of which is seated. The group is in a semi-circle or slight
rvr formation which aIlows the singers to see, and respond

to other members of the group with eye contact and

expression. There is no conductor. This resembles the

string quartet in that it approaches a true ensemble. Eye

contact and expression between members of the group is much

easier than with a string quartet and, it would seem,

further enhance the ensemble quality. In a quartet, there

is much potential for freedom and flexibility. À large

choirr oD the other hand, would not have this choice but

may have other strengths such as dynamic contrasts,

opportunities for longer phrasing, and a bigger sound. The

United States Àrmy Chorus, f.or example, has a number of

Schubertrs part-songs in its repertoire. The sound is
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quite different from the Schubertians, and takes advantage

of the fu11 chorus. Both, however, display musical

expression and uniqueness of sound - even while singing the

same part-songs. They illustrate that part-songs can be

effective with either a smal1 or large ensemble.

Performance Considerations - Language

tanguage is a barrier. Since most of the part-songs

were written in German (Schubert also used Italian and

Latin but very little)r anyone who does not understand

German is at a disadvantage. Obviously this would not be

the case when the part-songs were first heard. The

question is not whether language is a barrier, but how much

of a barrier. Àre the general listening public concert

goers - ready to accept a foreign language? The use of

other languages has become a common occurance in concerts

across North ^America. However, it seems to be wise f or the

conductor or director to limit the amount of foreign

language that the audience hears in one performance. Àn

entire concert of German part-songs would probably press

the limits of any listener. A segment of tour to five,

though, would be acceptable to most. If translations are

provided in the program notes, then the palatability would

certainly increase. Àpart from the words, there remains

much beauty in the music that the skilled group would offer

a rewarding musical experience to the listener. Although

the words for the part-songs are foreign to most listeners
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ofin North America, Èhis music can stirr be a rich part
the choral repertoire.

rn considering the use of part-songsr ãn awareness of
the tension between the participatory nature of some of the
part-songs and the concert,/performance nature of others is
necessary. For example, a high schoor group may choose to
do a Trinklied because it is much ress demanding thane säyr
Gott im ungewitter. The character of the Trinklied shourd
not be like that of a concert part-song but it should
express the energy and frolic of its originar intent. Nor
shourd a concert piece such as Gesang der Geister úber den
F{assern be presented without carefur attention to its
musical and mysticar quarities which demand a high degree
of ski1l from the performers. The line marking the
separation between participatory and concert part-songs is
blurred to say the reast. Àn attempt to categorize each
part-song wourd be pointless and frustrating since many

have qualities of both. Instead, it is important to
understand what these quarities suggest as far as
performance is concerned. These quaritiesr ërs well as
texture, text, accompaniment, voicing, tessitura, etc., are
all part of the choices which have to be made with each
performance. Àrthough they can be put into groupings, the
part-songs were not conceived as a large group but
individually. The entire body, therefore, cannot be viewed
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or performed in like manner.

Some imagination might make a performance of part-
songs not only fine, but unforgettable. It would be

interesting indeed to re-enact an evening in a Viennese

salon with music, conversation, and food. Ã, variety of

part-songs could be presented during the evening which

might look like the following:

The men sing:

Dessen Fahne Donnerstûrme waLTte -unaccomp. rlively
Trinkl.ied Freunde sammel.t -accompanied

La Pastorell.a -accompanied, slow

Der GondeJtahrer -accompanied

Some time for punch and conversation.

The women sing:

KJage um ALi Bey -accompanied, quick

Der 23 PsaLm -accompaniedrslower

Stândchen -accompanied

Some time for eating and more chatting.

The men and women join forces and present:

An die Sonne -accomp., dramatic

Chor der Engel -unaccompanied

LebensLust -accompanied, quick

The evening could close with everyone singing

Der Tanz -accompanied, quick
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Educational Appl ication

Educationally there are many ways in which the part-

songs can be a useful tool for teacher and student. Some

provide a unique opportunity for Iearning and developing

mus ical Iy.

Àlthough the part-song vras a popular idiom for many

years, the entire movement is overshadowed by other musical

events and genres. Compared to the sonata, symphony,

opera, and so on, it is rather insignificant - particularly

since these forms evolved over many decades (and into
centuries ) rather than a few years. The part-song,

howeverr has value educationally. One way is music

history. Historically the part-songs are a clear marker of

the transition from the Classical to the Romantic era, and

reveal to the student some important dynamics of that
transition. Stylistic considerations such as modulation

and homophonic writing focus the student on the trend to

chromaticism and bold harmonic writing so characteristic of

the Romantic era. The part-songs are also a useful tool
for music theory. Since they are mainly written
homophonically and with limited forces, areas of

theoretical pedagogy such as melody, form, harmonic, chord

movement, etc., are readily accessible.

The part-songs a11ow the student the (aII too rare)

opportunity of being able to easily perform the maferial

which is being studied. }lhether the focus is historical,
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theoreticalt ot otherwise, being able to sing (or play)

what is being studied greatly enhances the educational

exper ience . It gives the opportunity of connecting

different areas of the educational experience which

compounds their effectiveness.

Another inherent factor makes the part-songs a

valuable educational tool. Historically the part-songs

were written for occasions which had Iimited resources.

SimilarIy, they are suited for present day situations where

limited resources are available. Many need no

accompaniment. Most of those that are accompanied use

piano. (Guitar transcriptions are given occasionally, as

well). Vocal forces can be limited to four voices; either

TTBB, SÀTB, or SSÀÀ. The option of more voices singing on

each part is, of course, always open. $¡ith this

availability of materiaL which can be performed by a few

voices, a small class or group can be involved in a

satisfying and accessible musical experience. Like the

size of the participating group can be varied, the ability

level of the group can also be diverse. Because of

tessitura, chromaticism, and soloistic writing, there are

part-songs which are primarily for advanced singers. There

are, however, many part-songs which allow the less advanced

singer an opportunity to become involved in a rewarding

musical experience. À person who is not a soloist, could

enjoy a smal1 ensemble experience one in which the
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difficulty of the music would match his/her ability. (Since

the number of part-songs for female voice is far less, the

selection is reduced proportionately). Again, wherever

students can be involved personalLy, the educational

experience is strengthened considerably.

The Schubertians illustrate one last point concerning

the educational application of the part-songs. In this

group, Professor Zytowski, the group's Ieader, ioins with

the qroup rather than directing it from the front. The

ensemble is allowed to rtdirect itself rr. The Schubertians

also illustrate a situation where teacher and students are

involved in a musical performance on an equal level. Part-

songs are ideal for this type of participation which adds

credibility (since the teacher is involved), interest, and

the strength of a mature musician participating.
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Chanter Six - Suqoestions for Further Studw

This study has looked at the part-songs of Franz

Schubert by reviewing the literature that has been written
about it, looking at the various factors which were

influential in the development of the literature, analyzing

the music itself, and assessing the material for
performance and educational purposes. Àlthough most of the

part-songs have been forgotten for the most part, they have

elements of musical interest and genius, and offer values

to the present-day musician which are unlike any other

genre. This is partícularly true with many of Schubertrs

part-songs. It has been noted that the part-song offers a

short, complete musical experience for small groups to

large choirs - in various combinations of voices. And, in

respect to study, they are rwindowsr through which we can

get a better look at the music and musicians of the early

eighteenth century. Finally, it offers a valuable

performance resource as has been exemplified by The

Schubertians and The United States Àrmy Chorus.

A number of areas of study have arisen from this
paper. One area which could be investigated for further
study is the relationship of harmony, voicings, and

overtones in choral music. fs there evidence to suggest

that closed chords are stronger 1n reinforcing upper

harmonics than open position chords? Is there evidence to

suggest that TTBB is stronger in reinforcing harmonics than
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sÀTB or ssÀÀ,? t{hich harmonics are strengthened in each

grouping and what effect does that reinforcement have on

the ristener? This could also have acoustical imprications
such as evaluating music in many cathedrars and churches

where male voices have dominated chorar music for
centur i es .

À second area for further study relates to the trends
that menrs choral music has taken since the part-song era.
rs there a connection to, sây¡ Barbershop singing? Has

menrs choral singing decrined, inclinedt ox remained the

same? since the part-song seemed to have one foot in the
rpopurarrmusic of the day, in that it was sung in meeting

places and on street corners, and one foot on the classical
stage, has either area become more prominent during the

decades since then?

The part-songs were very connected to nationalistic
trends (aì.though this was not as pronounced in schubert as

with other composers ) . Does this trend continue? $Ihat

role does music - particurarly menrs chorar singing - pray

in the 9lorld trrlars and subsequent developments in Germany?

Another area which vras clearly illustrated in the
part-songs, was the social aspect of choral singing. slhat

are the specific dynamics which encourage singing as

participation and singing as performance? Do social
aspects have a strong infruence on participation, such as

they did for schubert and his friends? present-day vienna
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would be of particular interest since many of the same

factors at work in Schubertrs day are active today. Is our

society a tsinging societyr? If not, why not? Can it be?

t{hatr äs wellt ãle the dynamics of singing in a group

situation? Ì¡Ihat are the rewards that people get from

singing? Can certain dynamics or influences be present or

controlled which would make group singing more rewarding?

For example, do most people prefer singing in a group

situation where they are close enough to hear voices around

them and where each member of the group can adequately hear

the composite sound? This would relate more objectively to

data colLected regarding both the physiological influences

and results from various choral singing experiences. Does

onesf heart rate or brain waves change with singing

exper i ence? I s there any other vfay to record the

impression that music - harmony, melody, rhythm, tempo wiIl

have on a person? It would be inLeresting to see if such

an evaluation can be done to determine what styles of music

different people Iike singing?

Participation today is said to have changed from

participation eighty or a hundred years ago. Are we

getting further and further away from participation, and

closer and closer to musical involvement by watching and

f-istening only? The part-songs illustrated both areas.

Many people are expressing concerns that this is not the

case today
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Àpoend i ces

Àppendix À - Part-songs Not rncluded in complete works

Àppendix B - Performance Information

Ä,ppendix C - Chronological Information

Àppendix D - Part-songs in print

Appendix E - suggested Part-songs for specific Àge Groups

Àppendix F Sketches and paintings

Appendix G - Part-songs Recordings
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.âpoendix A
Part-sonqs not included in Schubert¡s Complete Works

L. rDithyramber T, mixed chorus, soli , March 1813.
(Schiller ) piano accomp.

2. tDie Schlachtr Male VoÍces. First Sketch. Àugust L8L5
(Schi11er)

3.rTrinkliedr TTBB. Piano accomp. lost. l-816
(unknown author )

4.fErinnerungenr TTB. unaccompanied. May 1816
(Matthisson)

5. r9liderhallr
( Matthisson )

TTB . unacc omÞan i ed . May l- I 1 5

6. rLeise, 1eise, lasst uns singent TTBB.unaccomp. 1819
(unknown author )

7. rViel tausend Sterne prangent Mixed chorus. piano 1819
( Eberhard )

8. tLinde Lufte wehenr S.T. piano accomp. Frag. LSL?
(author unknown)

9. tMondenshein I

( Schober )

TTBBB. piano accomp. L826

10. 'Das stille Liedf TTBB. unaccomp. frag.L827
( Seegemund )

11. Sketches for fMirjams Seigesgesangr
( Gr i I lparzer )

(This list is quoted in Brown (1977). p. 355)
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Mcntg Part-sonßg

ïtle Forces

Wltb Shlns or Woodwlnd Accompanlment

Hymne an dcn
Heiligen Geist

Gesang dcr Gcistc¡
úbcr dcn lVas*r¡r

Næhtgcsang im
Waldc

Aooendlx B

Perform ance Information

\Mlth Plano Accomoanlment

Baglruppenlied TTBB

Bootgasang TTBB

Pas Pórfcnen TTBB

k Gsrdclfalu€r TTBB

Dio Nachtigall TTBB

Frühlingsgesang TTBB

Geist de¡ l-cibc TTBB

Im Gegenwirhigen TTBB
Yergangencs

Soli TTBB,
TTBB,winds

TTTT.BBBB,
strings

TTBB,horns

Tempg Hiqh [9L
Noæ

Adagidpiu mosso

Adagio molro/
piu andanæ

Andante con moto

bb2 c

Massig

Massig un kraftig

Allegreuo

Andåntc con moto

Allegrcuo/Allegro

Etwas geschwind

Etwas bewegt/
Ewas gcschwind

Andantc moto

No. of
Þsc

a.2

e2

Time
Signaturc

t44

t7l

g2F
g2 Cm

Ð2D

eZC
a.ZD
b2D
eZC

414

2n4

ctt

-sectional Vf/s -split chorus effect, soli vs. chorus
-not too ch¡omaric -medium challengc

-ABA form -sustained sound -high lst Ten æssiu¡ra
-ch¡omatic parrs difficult

-ccho effect with chons and horns -liule ctuomaticism
-reasonable æssiu¡ra -medium challenge

-short one p -piano doubles voiccs +asy

-interesting -duæd rhythm -tcssitura O.K. +ssy

-independcnce in lines -lst tenor high tcssiora -solo
lines in canon section - dillicult

-lst ten. high -nice melody -medium challenge

-high tenors -sloVfast -ca¡ron section -med/difficult

-fasvsloøfast -lst æn. ditr -bass car¡on -med/diff.

-lst æn. high <anon section +hromatic _difficult

-tcnor solo and duet -imitative sectioru -sloVfast/slow
-medium challenge

Comments

314

t7

2x34

r32

clt

414

3t4

72 314

138 U4

155 214

90 6/s

a2 Db 156 6/8
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L¡ Parorclls

Nurgenuse

Næhtt¡cllc

Punschlicd

Stän¿ct¡cn

Trirùlicd (Aufl
Jedc¡ sci)

Trinklicd (Brüdert)

Trinklicd (Frcundo
cammclt)

V/idcrpruch

Zu guæo Nacht

TTBB

TTBB

T,TTBB

TTB

A. TTBB

TTBB

Andântr

Massig '

Andan|c cm moto

Fcurig

Andantc

Feurig

Massig, frohlich

Allcgro

Zcimlich gcshwird

Etwas langsam

Solo,TTB

B,TTBB

TTBB

BT.TTBB

Unsccomoenlcd

An tur Rütrttng

Bardc¡rgçsang

Der Enúcrnrcr¡

Dcr GcistÊrtanu

Dcosc¡¡ Fahno Don¡¡cr-
Stíir¡r¡c walto

12

az

a2

É2

Alro ro d2

92

c

D

Bb

c

F

Bb

48

83

158

6xl0

90

2rl6

u4

u4

U4

4lc

4l+

414

TTBB

TÏB

TTBB

TTBB

Tt3

g2 c 28 314

{2 C 2x63 4t4

-tcssinra O.K. -some linc inde.pcadencc -melodic -easy

-dillicult lst lcnq -pairing of voiccs -mcd/diffrcult

-solo high æss. +h¡omatic parts diff. soto -rcst med.

-bass up to f2 -unisorVþ¡t confest -piano dorblcs -casy

-a linle chromatic -indepe¡rdent lines +horus echæ
voices -med/diflicult

-good rango -piano doublcs voices -a llulc ch¡omaticism
-homophoóic -casy challenge

-solo part -homophonic -good range -casy challenge

-bass solo -piano is somcwhat indepcndent -good conccrt
piece-for a Trinklied +esy challørge

-homophonic throughout -somc chromatic -medium challenge

-solo is easy -homophonic -p{eno doubtes -casy challengc

Etwas geschwind

Zie¡nlich geshwind

Langsam

Geschwind

Allcgro

sZD
f#D

133

372A

g2 c 16 ó/S

ab2 Dm 48 ctt

g2 C# 22 6/8

Eb2 Eb 51 4lc

{2D58U4

U4

cit

-a liulc independencc laJqla cnding +asy challengc

-somc imitation -few high noæs -essy challenge

-voicc pairing -somc chromaticis¡n -æssir O.K -casyltncd

-homophonic -fas/slo{fast dvisi bass -casy challenge

-mainly homo,phonic -dancclike rhythms -low tessitura -easy
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Dic Einsiedelci

Die Nacht

Die zwei Tugendwege

Ewige Liebc

Flrrcht

Frühüngsgcsang

FrühIngslied

Gcsang dcr Gcisær
übcr dcn Wasscrn

Grab und Mond

Hie¡ umarmen sich

Hymne'Komm heili-
ger Ccist'

Júnglingswonne

Liebc

Lied im Frcie¡r

Mailied

Mondcnschein

TTBB

TTBB

TTB

TTBB

TTBB

TTBB

TTB

TTBB

TTBB..

TTB

Soli TTBB,
TTBB

TTBB

TTBB

TTBB

TTB

T.TTBB

Zeimlich geschwind

Langsam

Adagio con express.

Andantino

Krafiig

Etwas lebhaft

langsam

Sehr langsam

Largsam

Andante/Allegro

Adagio

Feurig

Andantino

L¡btnft doch nicht
zu geschwind

Andante un poco
mo10

92 Gm 46 6/8

a2D386ß

g2 C 33 clt

a.2 C 179 U4

b2

-mainly homophonic -chromatic -tessit.O.K -med challenge

-mainly homo,phonic -a little ch¡omatic -tessitura O.K.
-easy/medium challenge

-homophonic -a licle line independence +€sy challenge

-homophonic -no rests in piecc (continuous sound) -high
lst tenor tcssihtra -medium dilliculty

-some imitation and independence -high lst tenor tessitura
-dynamic contrasts used ofæn medium challenge

-lst tcnor high tcssitura and interesting -homophøric -
lst tcnor medium -other paræ src essy challenge

-homophonic -some inte¡est in melody -easy challenge

-voiccs quiæ independent -slowfast/slow -medium
challinge

-hornophonic dynamic contrasß -Am/A +/Am s€ctions
æasy/med challenge

-slovfast -mainly homophonic dynamic contmsts -€asy/med

-pairing -homophonic other than soli vs chorus echoing -
tessil a bit high ftr lst t€Ðors -medium challenge

-lst tenor a bit high -homophonic dotæd rh¡hms common
difficult jumps from parts to unison -medium challenge

-lst tcnor indepcndent -nice melody -may'min -easy/med

-ABA form -some væal line indepcndence -key changes -

medium challenge

-homophonic -melody not too intcresting -casy challenge

-chorus homophonic -solo diflicult -chromatic -medium
challenge

92

È2

D

84

92

12

r29

46

414

8b2

4/4

bbz Bb 78 6/8

bb2 c l4t 414

414

4A

3t4

s2 D 20 íBHS

12 F 185 U4

43

g2C

bbz Ab

414

4xl7

93

6/8

6/8
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Nacht¡nusik

Ruhc, schörsþs
Clú'cf ¿er gr¿e

Schlachtlied

Schnsucht

TTBB

TTBB

Selig durch die
Liebe

Todte¡rgräberlied

Trinklied (Edit
nonna)

Trinklied im Mai

Trinklied im Winter

Vorüber die Stöhnende

Wehmut

Wein und Liebe

Wer die steile
Stcrr¡cnbahn

Zum Rundetanz

TTBB/TTBB

TTBBB

TTB

TTB

TTBB

TTB

TTB

TTB

TTBB

TTBB

TTB

TTBB

Massig

Andanúno

Nicht zu geschwind

[-angsam

Andante

Massig

Geschwind

tÆbhâft

Feurig

Adagio

langsam

Lebhaft

Allegro, quasi
recit,/Andante

Vivace

s2 c 83

86

ll8

63

46

3x14

78

a2

6ß -homophonic -interest in each voice -tessir. O.K. -medium
challenge

6ß -pairing of voices -dynamic conhast -nice melody -more
interest in lst tenor _tessit o.K. _medium challenge

4l4un -solo sections for each chorus -homophonic -æssitura O.K.
-medium challenge

D

a.2

a2

gZ

s.2

92

r#2

fflz

a.2

Em

c

clt -pairing -mostly homophonic -cluomatic -dynamic contfi$t
-meüdifficult chaltence

3/4hs -homophonic -dynamic contrasts -walø feeling -easy

E 6x32

F#m 6xl0

436
Bb 94

3t4

U4

6Æun

4/4

clt

a2 D 120 4ß

92 Em 60 4ß

-homophonic -dynamic cont¡asts - æssit. O.K. -easy

-homophonic -pairins -dynamic contrasß -easy/medi um
challenge

-homophonic -melody nor intÊresring (words n.b.) -easy

-homophonic -æssit- O.K. -"it's cold, so drink" -easy

-homophonic -æssit" O.K. -dyrnmic contrasrs -easy/med

-some line independence -pairing -ch¡omatic -lst. tenor
tessitura high -medium/diflicult challenge

-a little pairing -mostly homophonic -chromatic -medium

-homophonic -dynamic conmsts -tess¡t. O.K. -easy

-homophonic -dynamic contrasts -tessit. O.K. -easys#2 l6 6ß
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Mlxed Part-sonqs

Wlth Strlnt or Woodwlnd Accompanlment

GIauþ, Hoflnung SATTBB
und Liebc

With Piano Accompaniment

An die Sonnc SATB

Begräbnisslied SATB

Des Tages V/eihe SATB

Der Tanz SATB

Gebet SATB

Cou im Ungewitær SATB

Gou de¡ Welt- SATB
schopfer

Hymne an dcn SATB
Undendlichen

Lebenslust SATB

langsam, feierlich

Adagio moto

langsam, emst

l*rghetto

Allegro giuso

Andånre

Allegro moderato

Macs¡oso

Mit Majesrar, seh¡
langsam

Geschwind

Allegro guiso

Piano

.Langhetto

Mirjam's Sieges-
8esan8

Osrc¡lied SATB

Quanet SATB

Bb

F r22

S,SATB

Cm 30 4/c

Ab 92 3/4

C 26 6/8hc

Ab 218 clt

6/E -men's 'solo' section -women sing only four bars -tessir.
O.K. -instrumenß intro. then double voiccs -cesy/medium

-pairing -bass line more independent -tessil O.K. -piano
more independent -easy/medium challenge

-most homophonic -low æssit -a bit ch¡omatic -easy/med

-bass solo +hromatic -some line indeper.rdencc -medium

-piarrc morc involved -tessit- O.K. dancc fecl -easy

-piano more independent -rclo 'fugan. -quite a lot of
liæ independence -more operuic wriúng Qeaps)

-difficult challenge (for soloisrs)

-some independencc in lines particula"rly bass -piano is
acdve -æssiü¡ra O.K. -medium challenge

-homophonic -slow moving -good for large choir -piano
mainly doubled voices or gives a pattern -e¿sy/mcd

-a little- independence in voices -pìano quiæ indcpendent
-good for large choir -casy/tnedium

-mostly homophonic -piano morc indepcndent -easy/medium

-piano very independent -pairing -solo and chorus
'dinlsgug' uscd a lot -'fugato- scction

- high solo tessit -med/dimculr challenge

-homophonic -shorr, anthern-like -æssirO.K. -easy

-bass solo section -a linle indepcndence but mosily
homophonic -æssirura O.K. 

-- 
medium chailenge

ctt

Cm 108

Cm 3xl4

54

4/4

414

40

4lq

46

Eb 23 c"l¡

Ab 92 314

6/8

4A
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Unactomoanled

Chø der Engcl

De¡ 92 Psalm
SATB, SATB

Womentg Part-sonqg

Wlth Piano Accomoaniment

Coronæh SSA

Das Læbcn SSA

SATB

Bar,Soli

I:ngsam

Andanæ

Der 23 Psalm

Gon in der Natru SSAA

Klage um Ali Bey SSA

Stahdchen A, SSAA

Unsoecified Volces

Wltb olano accomoanlment

Das Abcndrdh 3 voices

SSAA

Cm

langsam

Ruhig

Adagio

Maestoso, Adagio molto/
Allegro giusto

Klagend

AndantÊ

59

89

4t4

414

-mostly homophonic -slow moving -Eåste¡ Sunday anthem -

tessitura O.K. - easy/medium challenge

-solVchorus split choir effect -homophonic -baritone
sings with chorus overlapping -chromatic -medium

Fm

Bb

3xl6

5x5

86

r09

Ab

12ß -piano quiæ active -homophonic -æssit OJ(. -medium

414 -so¡ne line independencc -piano doubles mainly -tessirura
O.K. -easy/medium challerrge

cll -piano has pattem -some pairing -most hombphonic -
tessitu¡a O.K. -medium challenge

4A -piano very active -pairing and some independence
-chromaric -lsr sop æssit. high -med/di_fficult

4lq -homophonic -piano mainly doubles voic¿s -tessit. O.K.
-easy/medium challenge

414 -some vocal line independence -piano has pattern -solo
and chorus 'dialogue' -æssit. O.K. -med/dilf.

Eb 3xl03xl0

88

A 9x7 414 -written as SAB -mainly homophonic -piano doubles voices
-tessil O.K. -easy challenge
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Aooendix C

List of Part-sonqs

Tit}e / å,uthor

Vorüber die stöhnende Klage

(Schi1ler )

Selig dirch die Liebe
(Schiller)

Wer die steile Sternenbahn

Hier umarmen sich getreue
Gatten ( Schiller )

Dessen Fahne Donnerstürme

Die zwei Tugendwege
( Schiller )

Trinklied trFreunde sammelt
euchrt

( Schaffer )

Todt engr åber I i ed
( HoltY)

Bardengesang
(Ossian, tr.HaroId)

Trinklied rrBrüder, unser
Erdenwal lenrr
(?)

Begräbnisslied
( Klopstock )

Oster 1 i ed
( Klopstock )

Bar.solorTTBB Àug
refrain, piano

TTB

Forces

TTB

TTB

TTB

TTB

TTB

TTB

TTB

Ten. soIo,
TTB, piano

SÀTB, piano

SÀ?8, piano

Date

1813

Apr.

Àpr.

May

Oct

1814

May

JuIy

?

1815

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Mar.
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Hymne an den Unendlichen
(Schi1ler)

S^A,TB, piano July

Das Äbendrot TTB, piano July
( Kosegarten )

Bergknappenlied TTBBrpiano Àug
(?)

Punschlied TTB, piano Aug.

Das Leben SSA, piano Aug.
( [.Iannovi us )

Trinkleid im üIinter TTB Aug.
( HoItY)

Trinklied (Auf! Jeder sei) TTBB Aug.

Frfihlingslied TTB Àug.
( HoItY )

Klage um .Ali Bey SS.A, ?
( Claud i us )

Mailied TTB ?
( Holty)

1816

Naturgenuss TTBBrpiano May
(Matthisson) added Feb L822

Trinklied im Mai TTB May
( HoltY )

An den Frühling TTBB ?
(Schiller)

Die Einsiedelei TTBB ?
(SaIis)

Der Entfernten TTBB ?
(Salis)

An Die Sonne SATB, piano June
(Uz)

Chor der Engel SATB, piano June
( ( Goethe )

Trinklied TTBB, piano acc.lost 7
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Der Geistertanz
(Matthisson )

La Pastorella
( Goldoni )

Gesang der Geister riber den
Wassern (Goethe)

Lied im Freien
(Satis)

Das Dörfchen (a)
( Burger )

Lebenlust
( Unger )

Ruhe, schönstes Glück der
Erde

Sehnsucht
( Goethe )

Das Dõrfchen (b)
( Burger )

Die Nachtigall
( Unger )

fm Gegenwårtigen
( Goethe )

Gesang der Geister über
dem l,Iassern

Gesang der Geister über
dem 9lassern

Der 23 Psalm
(trans. M Mendelssohn)

TTÊBB

TTBB, piano

TTBB

TTBB

TTBB

SÄ,T8, piano

TTBB

TTBBB

TTBB, piano
opt. guitar

TTBB, piano
opt. guitar
TTBB, piano

TTTTBBBB

ITBB, piano

SSÀÀ, piano

1 817

Jan.

Mar.

July

Dec. rev
1819.

1818

Sept.

L819

ÀPr.

Apr.

Apr.

7

1820

2

Dec.

Dec.

Nov.
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1821

Gesang der Geister über den TTTTBBBB, Mar.
Wassern (Goethe) wind ensemble

I.822

Geist der Liebe TTBB, piano Jan.
(Matthisson) opt. guitar

Frfihl ingsgesang TTBB Feb, March?

Frühlingsgesang TTBB, piano FebrMarch?

Vier Gesange

Jünglingswonne TTBB ?
( Matthisson )

Liebe TTBB 7
(Schiller)

Zum Rundetanz TTBB ?
( Sal is-Seewis )

Die Nacht TTBB ?
(Krummacher )

Gott in der Natur SSÂÀ,, piano Àug.
(KIeist)

Quartett
(?)

Das Tages 9Ieihe
(?)

Der Gondelfahrer
(Mayrhofer )

Drei Gesange

ÞJehmut
( Hüttenbrenner )

Ewige Liebe
( Schulze )

Flucht
( tappe )

Bootgesang
(Walter Scott)

S.ê,T8, p i ano Nov .

SÀTB, piano

t824

TTBB, piano Mar.

TTBB

TTBB

TTBB

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

TTBB,piano Spring
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Trinklied trEdit Nonna,
Edit Clerusrr

Nachtmus ik
(Seckendorff)

Gebet
( Fouque )

Coronach

Mondensche i n
( Schober )

Grab und Mond
( Seidl )

Nachthel 1e
(Seidl)

Bliderspruch
( Seidl )

Zur guten Nacht
( Rochl itz )

Schlachtl ied
(Klopstock )

Nachtgesang im t¡tra1de
( SeidI )

tlein und Liebe
( Haug )

Ståndchen
( Gr i 1 Iparzer )

Ståndchen
( Gr i I lparzer )

Gott der úleltschöpfer
(Uz)

TTBB

TTBB

SÄTB, piano

SSA, piano

TTBBB

TTBB

T, ÎTBB

TTBB, piano

Bar. rTTBB,
piano

TTTTBBBB

.â,, ssAA,
piano

SÀTB, piano

TTBBT 4 horns Àpr.

TTBB May?

ATTTBB, piano July

1825

2

JuI.

JuI.

Sept.

1826

Jan.

Sept.

Sept.

?

I827

Jan.

28 Feb.

July

2
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Gott im Ungewitter
(Uz)

SÀlBrpiano ?

1828

Der Tanz SÀTBrpiano ?
(Schnitzer von Mecrau?)

Mirjamrs Siegesgesang
( Gr i I lparzer )

S, SÀTB, Mar.
oiano

Hymne (Komm Heiliger Geist) soli TTBB, May
(SChmidT ) TTBB

Der 92 Psalm soli SrArT, JuIy
( Heb. text ) Bãr . r B, SÄ,TB

Glaube, Hoffnung und Liebe soli TTBB, SATB, Àug.
(Reil ) winds, piano

Hymne an den Heiligen Geist soli TTBB, Oct.
( or Herr unser Gott ) ( Schmidl ) TTBB, wind ensemble

This list is compiled from Brown (L977 ) and Schubertts
Comolete l¡trorks ( L955 ) . Breitkopf and Hartel.
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Appendix D: Part-sonqs in Print

An den FrúhLinø
TTBB: TONOS 4361

An die Sonne
SÀTB, piano; not available

Bardengesdng
TTB: BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 5158

Bergknappenl ied
TTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-üI PB 5078

BergrãbnissLied
SATB, piano: BREITKOPF-W CHB 5L34

Bootgesang
TTBB, piano (optional guitar): Breitkopf-
Lt for rent

Chor der EngeJ
S.ã,TB: BREITKOPF $I CHB 5134

Cozonach
SSÀ, piano: BREITKOPF-r/ü CHB 5135

Das Abendroth
3 voices, pianoi not available

Das Ðörfchen
TTBB, piano: Breitkopf-úI P81071

Das Leben
SSA; piano: BUDDE

Ðer Entfernten
TTBB: BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 4859

Der Geistertanz
TTBB: BREITKOPF-çI CHB 4884

Der GondeLfahrer
TTBB, piano: Breitkopf-üI P85054; choral
parts Breitkopf-BI CHB 5130

Der Tanz
SÀTB, piano: BREITKOPF-!ü CHB 3535; GOLDEN
B-1 rrDance, Therf , arrangement by Paul
Beopple for SÀTB and piano
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Des Tages Weihe (Geburtstagshymne)
SÀTB, piano: BREITKOPF-I¡I CHB piano score;
BREITKOPF-W CHB 5l_32 choral parts.

Dessen Fahne Donnerstûrme BlaLlten
TTB: BREITKOPF-hI CHB 5159

Die EinsiedeLei
TTBB: BREITKOPF-I¡I CHB 5163

Die Nacht
TTBB: SCHOTTS CHBL 11

Die zwei Tugendwege
TTB: TONOS 4364

Ðie Nachtigall
TTBB, piano: ROBITSCHEK score and vocal
parts available.

Ewige Liebe
TTBB: TONOS 4355

FLucht
TTBB: BREITKOPF-Í\I CHB 4860

FrúhJ ingsgesang
TTBB, piano: not available
TTBB a cappella: BREITKOPF-III CHB 4963

Frúhlingslied
TTB: BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 5156

Gebet
S.A,TB, piano: BREITKOPF-W CHB 505?

Geist der Liebe
TTBB, piano: not available

Gesang der Geister úber den Wassern
TTTTBBBB, strings, BREITKOPF-Í¡I pB 4g41-

instrumental parts available
TTTTBBBB, strings, BBBB vocal parts:

BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 3665
TTTTBBBB, strings, TTTT vocal parts:

BREITKOPF-$T CHB 3564
TTBB a cappella: Breitkopf-L for rent

Glaube, Hoffnung und Liebe
SAT?BB, wind instruments: not available
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Gott der þ{eJtschõDfer
SÀiB, piano: BREITKOPF-üI CHB 5101

Got im Ungewitter
SÀTB, piano: BREI TKOPF-I^I CHB 5100

Gott in der Natur
SSÀÀ, piano: HÄ,NSSLER 40"295¡ also
available, PETERS 6878rrGod in NatureI

Grab und Mond
TTBB: BREITKOPF-I{ CHB 4870

Heir umarmen sich
TTB: BREITKOPF-t{ CHB5L57

Hymne tKomm Heiliger Geist,
Soli TTBB, TTBB: not available

Hymn as den UnendLichen
SÀTB, piano: BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 629

fm Gegenwârtigen Vergangenes
TTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-[{ PB505g piano and
vocals; BREITKOPF- f¡I CHB 5136 choral only

JúngJ ingswonne
TTBB : BREI TKOPF-I¡¡ CHB4 79 7

Klage um ALi Bey
SSÀ, piano: not available

La PastoreLLa
TTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-SI Pb 5079 piano
score

LebenLust
SATB, piano: BREITKOPF-9I PB 1057 piano
score; BREITKOPF-L CHB633

Liebe
TTBB:BREITKOPF-Tü CHB 4796

Lied im Freien
TTBB: BREITKOPF-II CHB 4866

Mailied
TTB: BREITKOPF-üI CHB 5L62

Miriam's Siegesgesang
STSATB, piano: ROBITSCHEK piano score:
ROBITSCHEK choral parts also for sale
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Mondenschein
T,TTBB: BREITKOPF-I¡I CHB 4851

Nachtgesang im WaJde
TTBB, horns, rrNightsong in the Forestrt,

English,/German, Piano or 4 horns:
BROUDE BR., instrumental parts available.

Nachtmus ik
TTBB : BREI TKOPF-I¡I CHB 4I51

Naturgenuss
TTBB, piano: not available

Nachthel,Le
TTTTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-IaI PB 5055 piano
score; BREITKOPF-I^I CHB 5131 choral parts
only

Oster L i ed
SÀTB, piano: RUHrE C 64L¡ also NÀTION.AL
CH-9 frEaster SongI english.

Psalm, Der 23
SSAÀ, piano: BREITKOPF-L PB-1657;
BREITKOPF-L CHB-602 vocal parts only; also
available. SCHIRM. G 5302 fflord is my
Shepherd, Therr, four part womenfs chorus

PsaLm, Der 92
Bar., Soli SÂ,T8, SÀTB; FRÀNCÀIS; BROUDE, À
823, arrangement by J. MeyerowiEz for SATB
and Bar. solo.

Punschi i ed
TTB, piano: BREITKOPF PB 5081 piano score

Quartet
SÀTB, piano: not available.

Ruhe, Schônstes GJtick der Erde
TTBB: BREITKOPF-I{ CHB 4867

SchLachL i ed
TTBB,/TTBB: not available

Seiig durch der Liebe
TB: SCHOTTS CHBL 80



Stândchen

130

Af TTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-{^I CHB choral
parts; instrumental- parts available
A, TTBBrpiano : rrSerenaderf rEnglish,/German,
IÀÍ¡ISON 521 À, SSÀÀ, piano: CÀRUS 40.296.O2
piano score; CÀRUS 40.29 6.05 choral parts

Todtengrãber 7 i ed
TTB: BREITKOPF-I¡I CHB 3680

TrinkLeid (Auf! Jeder sei)
TTBB, piano: not available

Trinklied (Brúder ! )
So1o, TTB, piano: BREITKOPF- t¡t PB 5080

lrinkJied (Edit Nonna)
TTBB: FOSTER MF 1053, English,/Latin

TrinkLied (Freunde sanmelt )
B, TTBB, piano: not available

Tr inkl. ied im Mai
TTB: BREITKOPF-Í¡I CHB 5160

TrinkLied im hlinter
TTB: BREITKOPF-I^f 5161

Vorúber die Stöhnende
TTBB: BREITKOPF-W CHB 487J,

Wehmut
TTBB: BREITKOPF-II CHB 4858

l{ein und Liebe
TTBB: BREITKOPF-bI CHB 4868

l,lerd ie stei 1e Sternenbahn
TTB: BREITKOPF-[\' CHB 4873

frtriderspruch
TTBB, piano: HUG

Zur guten Nacht
Bar, TTBB, piano: BREITKOPF-L P81078 piano
and guitar score

Note: This information was taken from Music in Print
Series, Vol. 26 (M-ZI, Ed. by F. Mark Daugherty. Where
multiple publications exist, one in the original language
and forces $ras chosen and, if available, one which is
printed with English text. Publishers are in capitals.
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.åopendix E - Suqqested Part-sonqs for SÞecific Aqe-Grouos

Part-sonq Voicinq Accomoaniment

Ff ioh SchooI lEasv Communitv Choir)

La Pastorella
Trinkleid (Freunde
Fr rlh1 i ngsgegang

TTBB
Sammelt )

Piano Àccomp.
Piano Accomp.
Unaccompan i ed
Unaccompanied
Unaccompan i ed
P iano
P iano
Piano
P iano

Str ings
Piano
Piano
Unaccompanied
Horns
Piano
P iano
Piano
Piano
P iano

B, TTBB

Liebe
Selig durch die Liebe
xStåndchen

Der Tanz
Das Leben

Ilniwersitv or Àdvanced Group

xGesang der Geister über
den ÞIassern

*Der Gondelfahrer
*Nachthel Le
Schlachtl ied
xNachtgesang im Í¡Ialde
Des Tages 9Íeihe
Àn die Sonne
Gott der t¡leltschõpfer
Der 23 Psalm
Gott in der Natur

TTBB
TTBB
TTB
À, TTBB
A, SSÀÀ
SÀTB
ssÀ

TTTT BBBB
TTBB
T, TTBB
TTBB, TTBB
TTBB
s.ã,TB
SÀTB
SÀTB
ssÀÀ,
ssÀÀ

xlndicate the
popular that

part-songs which are
Schubert composed.

amoung the most
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APPendIx F

Sketches and Paintinqs

1. Concert Flyer

2. Schubert and Dog

3. Schubertiad - Ball Games

4. Ride in the Country

5. Sketch of Gmunden.

6. Schubert and Vogl at a Schubertiad

7. Schubertiants Playing Party Games

8. Schubert and Friends

9. Schubertrs Study

10. A typical Viennese Inn

11. Outdoor Coffeehouse in Vienna



1" Concert F1yer.
Schubertts music
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Invitation to a recital featuring
including Stãndchen and SchLachtiied.
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2" Schubert and Dog. Note
From teopold Kupelweiserts
the Schubertiadstt (182]-).
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the size of the pianoforte.
9trater-colour rrParty Games of
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-!3 " Eal-]. Eames wittr ScÞ¡¡¡bert
Atzenbrugg'. A joint effort
landscape and architecture,
figures. Schubert is in the
pipe.

and fs!.er¡ds" rGame of BaIl
by Schober, who drew the
and Schwind" who drew the
foreground smoking a long

;{#
:. ¡l

gã

5'f
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4" Ride in t&¡e Country. ItExcursion of the Schubertiadsrt
from Atzenbrugg to ÀumühI. $üaLercolour by Leopold
Kupelweiser, painted in 1820. Schubert is standing at
far left.

'., e.q"qri&,-ì-L
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,'t;:
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5 " The towr¡
v¡ith houses
similar.

oË Gæ¡¡nder¡ i.n 3-825"
and apartments side

737

compact it is,
Vienna was very

Note how
by side.
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6" sc&rubestiad vritt¡ scþ¡¡¡best and vog]. at Èhe piano. Notethe close proxirnity of the participãnts. From a drawingby Moritz von Schwind (drawn to shów Schubertrs friends).
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1" Scb¡ubertåanEs PLa3rj.rag Part3r Games.
Kupelweiser rs Water-colour rrparty Games
Schubertianstt (1BZL) 

"

F'rom Leopold
of the



E " Sc&aubeEt a¡¡d
a colour drawing

€riends (Hüttenbrenner
by Josef Teltsher in

140

and Jenger)" From
about 1826.
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9" Schubertss Study" From the Schubert Museum.
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3-0. A, È3pi.cal- \liennese i.E¡ra" From a painting by Neder.
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3.L. outdoor Coffeehouse i.n Vi.er¡na"
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Ãppendix G - Part-sonqs Recordinqs

L. tSchubert Part Songsr . Elizabethan Singers. touis Halsay,
director. 1967, The Àrgo Record Co. London. London Reruds
of Canada. copyright L972.

Contains: Gebet Ståndchen
Nachthelle Der Gondelfahrer
Gott in der Natur Gott meine Zuversicht
Jünglingswonne Gott im Ungewitter

Christ ist erstanden

2. Schubert Ouartets - Deutsche Grammophon. L974. [ùinnipeg
Library 784.3 Schubert.

Contains: Der Tanz D. 826
Des Tages üIeihe D.736
Hymne an den Unendlichen D. 232
Än die Sonne D. 439
Begrabnisslied D.158
Gott im Ungewitter D. 985
Gott der t{eltschoper D. 986
Lebenslust D. 609
Gebet D. 815

3. I Silver Anniversary Retrospectiver . The Schubertians.
Produced by the Department of Music, University of
California. Santa Barbara, Ca 93L06.

Contains: Nachthelle
Naturgenuss
Die Nacht
Trinklied: Edit Nonna
Die Nachigall
Geist der Liebe
Grab und Mond
Zur Guten Nacht

4. rSchubert Part Songsr. Candide. 1973. QCE 31087
Contains: Mirjams Siegesgesang

Gesang der Geister über den Wassern
Nachtgesang im t¡Ialde

5. fSweet and Low'. RCÀ Victor. LM 1800. Robert Shaw Chorale. 5
Part-songs.
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